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How past reforms change the Future? Local 

governance reforms and their impact on mayor's 

ability to influence the municipal development1

MICHAELA BÁTOROVÁ2

Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to track the historical development of local 

governance reforms in Slovakia (between years 1989 and 2009) and to 

reveal the consequences of these reforms on the perceived decision-

making  power  of  current  Slovak  Mayors  to  change  the  municipal 

development. As the decision-making power is a tool for performing a 

change, this paper clearly elaborates causal relation between the past 

state policies and its effects on the future municipal development from 

the municipal key actors’ point of view. 

The  research  findings  were  obtained  by  employing  a  triangulation 

method. The data was collected by a study of official documents, and 

interviews  with  key  actors.  The  in-depth  interviews  with  open-ended 

questions  were  conducted in  eight  Slovak  municipalities  with  mayors 

who had been in charge for at least two electoral periods. 

The  research  provides  interesting  results  –  different  data  produces 

different  outcome.  The  documentary  analysis  shows  that  the  past 

institutional changes have strong positive influence on mayoral formal 

decision-making power, because his or her powers (rights) to change 

the municipal development have been extended. On the other hand, the 

1Early version of this article was presented at the 19th Annual NISPAcee Conference in 
Varna, Bulgaria, May 2011.

2Michaela Bátorová is a PhD candidate at the School of Management, University of 
Tampere, Finland.
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content analysis of the interview transcripts shows that the opinions of 

the respondents are ambiguous. Only few interviewees believe that the 

past institutional reforms positively contributed to their ability to shape 

the  future  municipal  development;  while,  the  rest  think  that  the  past 

reforms have not influenced their decision-making power. This means 

that for majority of studied mayors the ability to influence the municipal 

development depends on other than institutional change factors. 

In conclusion, the consequences of the past institutional changes – local 

governance reforms – in  the Slovak municipalities  are only  one from 

many  factors  influencing  the  perception  of  current  mayor’s  decision-

making power used for shaping the future development. Other factors, 

such as composition of the council, good relations with bureaucrats, and 

personal/political  ability to convince the opposition seem to play more 

important role. 

Key  words: institutional  change,  local  governance  reforms 

(decentralization, NPM, politico-administrative reforms) the Slovak local 

governments, mayoral decision-making power, 

1. Introduction

Public management reforms have been transforming central and local 

governments of all European countries during last two decades. The first 

concern was to decentralize the state administration and empower the 

citizen participation by bringing the political decision-making as close to 

citizens as possible, in order to increase the principles of democracy. 

The second concern was to improve the quality and efficiency of public 

services by applying modern managerial practices, often used in private 

companies. Considerable researches have been devoted to the analysis 

of public management reforms (Malíková, 2000; Kersting & Vetter, 2003; 

Pollitt  &  Bouckaert,  2004;  Rubin  &  Kelly,  2007;  Kersting,  Caulfield, 
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Nickson,  Olowu,  &  Wollmann,  2009)  and  their  impact  on  the 

performance of public services (Peter, 2001; Drechsler, 2005; Nemec, 

2010).  However,  less  attention  was  given  to  the  actors  who  are  the 

carriers  of  these  reforms  –  municipal  leaders.  In  their  cross-cultural 

comparative research, Egner and Heinelt (2006) analysed the mayoral 

attitudes towards the public administration reforms. Authors’ interest was 

to  find  out  what  mayors  think  in  general  about  reforms  (are  they 

needed?),  and  what  are  their  opinions  about  changing  politico-

administrative  relations  and  participative/interactive  decision-making. 

This  research  provided  interesting  results  stating  that  the  personal 

attitudes  towards  the  reforms  are  very  much  dependent  on  the 

institutional  system  within  which  the  actors  operate.  Despite  of  its 

legitimacy, findings of that research do not provide analysis of the extent 

to  which  the  local  public  management  reforms  emerged  in  studied 

countries,  nor  does it  state the impacts of  these reforms on mayoral 

performance – ability to influence the run of the municipality.   

Therefore,  the  purpose  of  this  paper  is  to  track  the  historical 

development of public management reforms in Slovakia (between years 

1989 and 2009) and to reveal the consequences of these reforms on the 

perceived decision-making power of current Slovak Mayors to change 

the municipal development. The concept of decision-making power is in 

this paper understood as a capacity of an actor(s) to make a decision 

(produce outcome) by affecting the other actor(s) involved in collective 

decision-making  process.  The  term  capacity  usually  refers  to  formal 

(shaped  by  institutional  factors)  and  informal  (shaped  by  personal 

factors)  resources,  which actors use for  affecting (influencing)  others. 

Since  the  public  management  reforms  focus  on  changes  in  the 

institutional system, this paper will therefore build the analysis only on 

the formal  power  resources which mayors have a  chance to use for 

influencing the municipal development.
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I have organized the rest of this paper in the following way. The first part 

deals  with  a  theoretical  framework  of  proceeding public  management 

reforms in general; the second part track the historical development of 

public management reforms in Slovakia; following section elaborates the 

impacts of these reforms on mayoral formal decision-making power; and 

the conclusion provides a summary of findings.     

2. Local Public Management Reforms in Focus

For analysing effects of local governance reforms, Kersting et al. (2009) 

propose a classification covering various aspects of local governance 

development.  According to the authors,  the local  governance reforms 

can be deliberated between these three categories: a) decentralization, 

b) political  administrative reforms, and c) participatory reforms. In this 

paper, I will concentrate only on the first two categories, but I will slightly 

incorporate also aspects of the last category. 

1. Decentralization

The word decentralization itself already signposts that it is a process of 

de-concentration (Rondinelli, 1983 cited in Kersting et al., 2009) of the 

state powers between various “satellite offices” in order to increase the 

openness and be as close to citizens as possible. Hence, the main idea 

of  decentralization  is  to  eliminate  the  “counterproductive  power 

structures,  administrative  inefficiency  as  well  as  social,  spatial  and 

economic  inequalities,”  (Kersting  et  al.,  2009  p.20)  created  by  an 

overgrown central-state bureaucracy.  From the vertical  point  of  view, 

“decentralization  is  a  central  element  to  allow  plurality  of  institutions, 

rules  and  policies,”  (ibid.)  needed  for  execution  of  democratic 

governance.  One important  stage of  de-concentration is  a process of 

delegation. Thus, delegation of certain functions and responsibilities to 

“newly” created sub-national institutions is an integral part of the state’s 

decentralization  process.  Important  feature,  however,  is  that  these 
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lower-level institutions are still under control of the state agencies, i.e. 

their independence is limited. In order to achieve well-functioning local 

self-governances (defined in the European Chart of Self-governments) 

the  development  requires  one  more  step  –  the  deepest  form  of 

decentralization called devolution (ibid). In this stage, functions together 

with  adequate  resources  are  given  to  the  local  institutions,  which 

become responsible  for  the decision-making process and finances of 

their own self-governed activities. In addition, political power is put closer 

to  citizens;  politicians  are  less  remote,  more  visible,  and  more 

accountable;  and citizens are encouraged to play more active role in 

democratic process of policy-making (Pollitt, 2007).  

In praxis, the decentralization in most of the countries is accompanied by 

three partial reforms: 1) transfer of functions on local governments, 2) 

local  fiscal  reform  –  transfer  of  financial  resources  for  appropriate 

financial  discretion,  and  3)  territorial  reform,  referring  to  the 

implementation or abolishment of government tiers. The way, how these 

partial  reforms are executed creates miscellaneous  nature of  central-

local  relations  (for  further discussion see Page and Goldsmith,  1987; 

Hesse and Sharp, 1991; John, 2001; etc.). 

The reforms focusing on the central-local relations form only a fragment 

of all the reforms affecting the local self-government systems. The other 

types of reforms are concentrated on the intra-municipal relations and 

their actual performance.  

2. Political administrative reforms

Decentralization of competences and transfer of financial resources call 

for  specific  arrangements  of  municipal  internal  structures  in  order  to 

assure efficient  and effective delivery  of  given duties.  Thus while  the 

decentralization was focused more on the input legitimacy (empowering 

local governments with more rights and responsibilities), the second set 

of  local  governance  reforms  –  political  administrative  reforms  –  is 
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concentrating  on  the  output  legitimacy  (quality  of  provision  of  local 

services). The management (administrative) reforms deal with a direct 

growth of the efficiency and effectiveness of service delivery, while the 

political  reforms are supposed to treat the internal power structures – 

division of roles and responsibilities within the local government systems 

(Kersting et al.2009). 

Administrative/management reforms

Hand  in  hand  with  the  decentralization  reforms  the  reforms  of  the 

administration  or  management  of  local  governments arrived.  These 

reforms are often grouped within the New Public Management (NPM) 

doctrine, which, indeed, could be perceived also as a driving machine of 

the  decentralization  reforms.  NPM  is  generally  understood  as  “the 

transfer of business and market principles and management techniques 

from the  private  into  the  public  sector,”  (Drechsler,  2005).  Drechsler 

further argues, “NPM is based on a neo-liberal understanding of state 

and economy. The goal, therefore, is a slim, reduced, minimal state in 

which any public activity is decreased and, if at all, exercised according 

to business principles of efficiency. NPM is based on the understanding 

that  all  human  behaviour  is  always  motivated  by  self-interest  and, 

specifically,  profit  maximization,”  (p.  5).  NPM  is,  therefore,  often 

connected with concepts such as project management, flat hierarchies, 

customer orientation,  abolition  of  career  civil  service,  de-politicization, 

total quality management, and contracting-out of public services.

Due  to  this  doctrine,  countries  experienced  set  of  partial  reforms 

focusing on financial issues (see Rubin and Kelly, 2007), performance 

measurements; human resources development (Ingraham, 2007); and 

finally improvements in service delivery by using market-like practices 

(public competitions or consumer choice) (Jacobsen, 2005).  Overall, the 
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main idea of NPM is to follow the principles of efficiency and “value for 

money”. 

All these business-like modifications might look very good on the paper 

but  their  implementation often fails.  “[…] several  analyses (e.g.  Pollitt 

and Bouckaert 2000 and 2004, Lane 2000) clearly indicated that NPM 

strategies are not just positive multidimensional tools and the NPM as 

the simple dominating ideology was not the best basis for public-sector 

reforms anywhere,” (Nemec, 2010, p. 40).As opponents claim, there is 

no evidence for improvements of service delivery. The main criticism is a 

lack of  consistency,  chaotic operation, contradicting practices,  but  the 

most importantly lack of focus on human beings. The focus on economic 

numbers  won  over  the  actual  citizens’  needs  (see  Drechsler,  2005). 

Nevertheless,  practices  of  NPM  “code  of  belief”  became  an  eagerly 

followed fashion around the OECD countries and this implementation 

was  steered  mainly  by  Anglo-American  think  tanks  and  financial 

institutions (e.g. World Bank) (ibid.).    

Political reforms

The implementation of administrative reforms (although they might not 

always  have  only  positive  effects)  can  be  achieved  only  by  proper 

division  of  roles  and  tasks  inside  the  municipal  office.  Since  the 

administrative  reforms  were  focused  on  strong  usage  of  managerial 

practices,  the  reforms  shaping  the  political  attributes  had  similar 

character.  One  of  the  main  concerns  of  the  political  reforms  was  to 

improve  the  executive  leadership,  which  would  assure  better 

performance of public services and citizen’s satisfaction (Copus, 2004; 

Wollmann, 2004). These intends often caused reforms reducing the size 

of  municipal  councils,  reorganising  the  political  bodies  and 

professionalizing leading politicians through increasing the number of full 

time, paid politicians (Vabo 2002a cited in Jacobsen, 2005). Additionally, 

other  politicians  were  supposed  to  be  relieved  from  detailed 
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administrative tasks for being able to concentrate on strategies, visions, 

objectives and performance control  (Vabo 2002b).  Hence,  the role of 

municipal  bureaucrats  consequently  was supposed  to be empowered 

(see Mouritzen and Svara, 2002), and political bodies should have taken 

on the form of ‘corporate headquarters’ (Jacobsen, 2005).

Summary

Putting  it  very  simple,  the main  reasons of  local  public  management 

reforms was to bring the public services as close to citizens as possible 

and  improve  the  service  delivery  by  increasing  the  quality  and 

decreasing the costs.  In order to achieve this,  the local  governments 

(meaning politicians and civil servants) had to become more “economic” 

– instead of just following the laws and creating regulations, they had to 

start to think about how to produce services in a more efficient way (to 

be more productive without using more resources). 

Now the question is, how municipal leaders – in the context of this paper 

mayors – perceive this transformation from traditional “doing politics” to 

modern  “doing  management”.  Did  this  transformation  influence  their 

perceived capacity (formal and informal sources of power) to change the 

municipal  development?  Do  they  believe  they  have  more  or  less 

chances to shape the future according to their expectations? It is evident 

that it is not possible to find universal answers for these questions, since 

the institutional  structures  (despite  the attempt  of  their  unification  via 

NPM and decentralization reforms) of and interpersonal relations in local 

governments vary from one country to another, from one municipality to 

another.  Therefore,  it  would  be  too  ambitious  to  search  for  general 

conclusions.  Instead,  in  the  following  paragraphs  I  will  just  present 

opinions of nine Slovak mayors in order to see their reflection of past 

reforms and what (if ever) where the perceived impacts of these reforms 

on  their  ability  to  influence  the  future.  But  before,  I  will  sketch  the 

development of the local government reforms in Slovakia.  
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3. The Local Government Reforms Development in Slovakia

After the velvet revolution in 1989, the Slovak communist society (as in 

all  the  other  states  from the former  Soviet  empire)  started  the  state 

transformation according to  the principles  of  democratic  regime.  This 

process  of  transformation  was  supposed  to  encompass  both  the 

economic,  political,  and socio-cultural  system, and reintroduce market 

economy,  pluralist  democracy,  meritocratic  principles  of  social 

stratification and western value systems (Baldersheim & Illner,  1996). 

The main idea of the renewed democratic political system was to bring 

the decision-making of public  issues as close to citizens as possible. 

The  operationalization  of  such  vision,  however,  required  a  deep 

reorganization  of  central-local  relations.  Thus,  from strictly  centralized 

state led by one hegemonic political party had to become decentralized 

and  horizontally  governed  democratic  state  with  possibilities  for 

pluralistic perspectives allowing freedom of choice. This desire required 

a number of public administration reforms treating, except other issues, 

central-local  relations.  One  of  such  reforms  was  a  decentralization 

reform. 

1. Decentralization in Slovakia

The decentralization process did not start in Slovakia immediately after 

the  velvet  revolution.  Instead,  this  process  was  postponed  due  to 

nationalistically driven requests of the Czech and Slovak political elites. 

The political negotiations led to peaceful division of two countries and in 

year 1993, two separated fully independent nation states started to build 

their own new future.

1. De-concentration, delegation and devolution of  

competences

The  decentralization  reform  (1993-2005)  significantly  transformed the 

position of self-governments in the structure of public administration. The 
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Slovak  local  governments  experienced  big  and  fast  transfer  of 

competences.  From  very  weak  local  authorities,  with  only  few 

competences and little share on total public expenditures and incomes 

(Baldersheim et.al.,  1996) became fully responsible and strong public 

actors. At the end of 90’s, the local governments were responsible only 

for services assuring the basic run of municipality, meaning lightening, 

garbage  cleaning,  fire  protection,  and  the  like  (Baldersheim,  Gejza, 

Horváth, Illner, & Swianiewicz, 1996). While between years 2000-2004, 

new 400 competences were transferred to self-governments (Sedláková, 

2008) and nowadays, municipalities are supposed to manage all scale of 

welfare and other services (preschool education, primary schools, health 

and social care, etc.). 

It has to be reminded that by the end of 2003, the State decentralization 

extended only to the stage of delegation of competences. For ten years, 

municipalities  remained  strongly  dependent  on  the  State  financial 

resources provided  in  forms of  specific  grants  and  shares  in  central 

taxes (personal income tax) (Baldersheim et. al.,  1996). This situation 

was apparently neither sufficient nor efficient for proper management of 

public  duties.  Thus,  the  reform  of  the  state  finances  was  a  highly 

demanded step made by the central government. 

The  fiscal  decentralization  of  2004,  preceded  by  changes  in  the 

budgetary  system,  brought  expected  changes  in  the  possibility  to 

perform autonomous government of local communities. The transfer of 

resources from shared personal  income tax has risen up (Čavojec & 

Sloboda, 2005) due to modified division of shares. The State takes only 

6.2%, the regions 23.5%, while municipalities can enjoy 70.3% of this 

personal income tax. Nowadays,  local  governments can freely decide 

about  the use of  financial  sources for  original  competences and they 

have  a  right  to  set  the  level  of  municipal  taxes#.  In  addition,  the 

expenses, total local tax incomes, and number of employees operating 
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these amenities have tripled between years 1993 and 2006 (there are 

more  employees  in  the  self-governments  than  in  the  state 

administration) (Nižňanský, 2006). 

2. Territorial Reform 

Even though according to the theoretical principles the current local self-

governments should be much better off in comparison to the past – by 

obtaining freedom in governing their communities –, the reality is not that 

optimistic. The main obstacle is the settlement structure of the country. 

Historically,  Slovakia  is  characterized  by  big  fragmentation  of  self-

governments,  typical  for  countries  from  the  Central-Eastern  and 

Southern  Europe.  This  status  quo,  however,  does  not  bring  good 

predispositions  for  performing big  amount  of  public  duties  in  efficient 

way.  Also experiences mainly  from the Nordic  countries show that  in 

order to achieve economically efficient and qualitative provision of public 

services, the served population should be quite big. Therefore, many of 

these countries during the last decades of the 20th century experienced 

strong process of municipal amalgamations. For example in Finland (by 

population similar to Slovakia), last 20 years caused fuses of around 200 

municipalities  and  now  we  can  find  only  346  well-functioning  local 

governments taking care in average of 14,000 inhabitants.

Also Victor Nižňanský (former Government Representative for the State 

decentralization  reform)  agrees  that  in  order  to  achieve  successful 

decentralization  of  competences and finances,  the structural  changes 

should have preceded these reforms (2009).  However,   as he further 

argues, this process of amalgamations was not possible due to several 

reasons: 1) high resistance of municipal structures against the change; 

2) bad experiences from the former systems of ‘central cities’#; and 3) 

fear  that  by  the  process  of  amalgamations  the  process  of 

decentralization and democratization can be postponed. 
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Therefore,  instead  of  decline  of  municipalities  we  have  observed  an 

increase of municipalities. Only between years 1988-1991, the number 

of (mainly)  villages has raised by almost  600. Thus,  we can find five 

million inhabitants being governed within 2,891 self-government units, 

out of which 95% takes care of less than 5,000 inhabitants (Sloboda, 

2004) and the average size is 1,870 inhabitants per local government 

(CEMR-DEXIA, 2009). It can be said that the distribution of powers is, at 

this time,  really  very close to citizens and since all  the municipalities 

obtained the same rights and responsibilities  in  terms of  provision of 

public services, the democratization is assured by equal treating of all 

the citizens, as well.# However, the question is, if really all the citizens 

are receiving the same public  services regardless of  the size of  their 

municipality. The reality shows that this is not true, and many villages 

have to face severe problems to assure at least the basic services for 

their  citizens.  Sopóci,  Hrabovská,  and Bunčák (2006) even argue,  “A 

number  of  communities  (even  large  ones)  cannot  afford  to  employ 

administrative staff for lack of funds, leaving the mayor to carry the entire 

burden of responsibilities.  Financially  starved small  communities often 

employ and remunerate their mayors as part-time public officials, since 

they cannot  afford the level of  remuneration specified in the law. For 

similar reasons, the scope of services offered to the residents is rather 

limited.  All  this  contributes  to  the  complications  that  accompany  the 

transfer  of  authority  from  the  state  to  local  government,”  (p.357). 

Therefore, the reorganization of settlements, i.e., communal reform, is 

highly requested, even though it is not, unfortunately, on a governmental 

program  of  the  current  liberal-conservative  four  (six)-coalition 

government.

3. Inter-municipal Cooperation 

It  has  to  be  mentioned  that  one  of  the  alternatives  to  municipal 

amalgamations  is  the  inter-municipal  cooperation.  The  Slovak 
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Local  Government  Act  369/1990  offers  various  possibilities  for 

municipal  cooperation  in  order  to  provide  at  least  basic  public 

services. Self-governments can perform this cooperation in form of 

contracts,  agreements  or  even  by  establishing  joint-municipal 

authorities.  The concept  of  joint  municipal  authorities  (spoločné 

obecné úradovne) is similar to the one of “central cities”, however, 

municipalities can voluntarily joint this inter-communal cooperation, 

and only the municipal representatives decide which services will 

be  provided  jointly  and  which  separately.  Nevertheless,  for 

preparing and implementing developmental projects, or for keeping 

citizens and attracting new businesses, this municipal cooperation 

is often not sufficient,  because municipal representatives do not 

have  enough  human  nor  financial  resources  for  performing  all 

obligatory  activities.  Moreover,  as  Balážová  (2005)  pointed  out, 

many municipalities are not even willing to join this inter-municipal 

cooperation because of their fear of not fair decision-making.   

2. Political Administrative Reforms in Slovakia

As theory  suggests,  in  order  to  achieve  well-functioned  modern self-

governments the decentralization has to go side-by-side with the reform 

of political and administrative issues. These reforms modified the Slovak 

local authorities as well, although they were concentrated mostly on the 

management  aspects,  since the strong executive  leadership  assuring 

“appropriate”  public  participation  was  established  already  from  the 

beginning  of  the  modern  era  of  local  self-governments.  Yet,  in  the 

following  paragraphs,  first  I  will  present  various 

administrative/managerial  reforms  affecting  the  local  governments,  in 

general. Second, I will present the Slovak municipal political system with 

reflection on changes that touched the formal decision-making power of 

the mayor. 

1. Administrative reforms
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Regardless of its criticism, New Public Management penetrated to the 

Slovak public discourse with a big enthusiasm at the beginning of the 

millennium. “Before 2003, the reform was dominantly incremental and 

legalistic, with few NPM ideas realized. During the second legislation of 

liberal Prime Minister Dzurinda’s government (2003–2006), radical NPM 

changes  were  realized,  such  as  massive  decentralization  and 

introducing  performance-financing  schemes,”  (Bouckaert  et  al.  2009 

cited in Nemec, 2010). The main reason for this reform was the well-

known call for transforming the non-transparent, inefficient, poor quality 

provision of  public  services.  The Slovak academics,  think  tanks (e.g. 

Transparency  International),  consultant  companies  (e.g.  Hayek 

consulting), media, and the state representatives all have been talking 

about the inevitability to improve the public management by using the 

private  company-like  practices.  Privatization,  contracting-out,  public-

private  partnerships,  budgeting  reforms,  management  by  objectives, 

benchmarking,  or  cost-benefit  analysis,  all  these tools,  except  others, 

were supposed to be a panacea for the above-mentioned problems of 

service delivery. 

Legislation for NPM reforms 

The features of NPM came also to the legislation. The most important 

legislative  amendments  fostered  by  these  business-like  principles 

focused  on  three  managerial  areas:  planning,  budgeting,  and 

(competitive) production. For example, in order to improve the strategic 

planning  the  Slovak  local  authorities  became obliged  to  prepare  the 

Socio-Economic  Development  Programs  (Program  hospodárskeho 

a sociálneho rozvoja PHSR). This law came into force by Act 503/2001 

and its consequent  improvement in Act 351/2004. The significance of 

this program is to not only forecast and visualize the future, but it is a 

tool  allowing  applying  for  the  EU  funds  needed  for  covering  the 

municipal development projects during the period 2007-2013. 
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The  improvements  in  the  initial  budgeting  practices  (incremental 

budgeting) were supposed to be assured by the requirement of using the 

program budgeting.  This  law came into force in  2009,  though on the 

national  level  it  was  used since 2004  by  following  the Act  523/2004 

about the budgetary rules. The main idea of program budgeting is to find 

balance between strategies (visions, goals, and objectives) and the use 

of financial resources for implementing those strategies. In order words, 

program budgeting helps to link inputs to outputs, outcomes and results, 

and,  if  properly  implemented,  it  can  significantly  increase  “value  for 

money” from public expenditure (Nemec, 2010). 

The last mentioned legislative regulation, Act 523/2003 about the public 

procurement, is directly connected with the actual provision of services. 

This  legislation  creates  predispositions  for  contracting-out  based  on 

market-oriented practices of public competition, striving to produce the 

best  quality  for  the  best  value.  Closely  related  to  the contracting-out 

procedures is the creation of public-private partnership likewise used for 

improvements in service delivery.  

Other practices, such as benchmarking, offices of the first contact,  or 

client-approach are presented to local self-governments by consultancy 

agencies via vocational trainings. Hence, municipalities have a chance 

to implement them on the voluntary basis.

2. Political Reforms – focus on Mayor

In many countries, due to the NPM, the executive leadership had to be 

empowered. In Slovakia, however, this did not need to happen, since 

from the very beginning (when the first  free communal elections took 

place  in  1990)  the  State  legislation  created  predispositions  for  very 

strong executive mayors (Bennett,  1993;  Soos & Price,  2002). Mayor 

was  given  a  responsibility  for  three  functional  areas  –  legislative, 

executive, and administrative. He or she became head of the council, 

head  of  the  execution,  and  head  of  the  municipal  office;  moreover, 
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citizens directly elect him or her. Since mayor signs resolutions made by 

all those organs, he or she takes full legal responsibility for the run of the 

municipality, without a right to vote during the decision-making process. 

Thus, mayor is a strongly personalized face of the municipality. 

By following these formal  criteria the Slovak local  governments could 

belong to the group of countries with very strong mayors, following the 

example of American or Southern European municipalities (Baldersheim 

et  al.,  1996;  Mouritzen  and  Svara,  2002)  allowing  authoritative 

leadership.  However,  important  feature  limiting  the  performance  of 

authoritative/individualistic  leadership  is  strong  position  of  (usually) 

pluralistic  municipal  council.  Mayor  and  council  are  on  the  same 

hierarchical  level  with  independent  decision-making  powers,  and  the 

relationship between these two bodies have been designed to achieve 

the  necessary  balance  of  powers  and  sharing  responsibilities  in 

managing public affairs (Sopóci, Hrabovská, & Bunčák, 2006). Thus, the 

municipal policy-making is de jure shared between these two organs in 

order to strengthen the principles of representative democracy (Belajová 

&  Balážová,  2004).  This  system,  consequently,  requires  skills  of 

collective and consensual decision-making and democratic (participative 

or even facilitative) leadership. 

The influence of this institutional system on mayor’s negotiation position 

is quite clear. If the election produces harmony between elected bodies, 

(mayor and majority of councillors are from the same political parties), 

then mayor usually does not have problems to pass his or her proposals, 

or to make developmental decisions. Different situation is when mayor 

and majority of councillors are from different political arenas. Then the 

council’s position is almost absolute. Just for illustration, the strength of 

the council  is  reflected mainly  in a possibility  to block mayoral policy 

proposals  or  to  accept  proposals,  which are  not  in  line  with  mayor’s 

interests.  Even  though  the  mayor  has  a  right  to  veto  council’s 
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resolutions,  if  after  this  veto  the  three-fifths  of  councillors  affirm  the 

decision, mayor is obliged to execute such decision, even though he or 

she might not agree with it. This arrangement assures the democratic 

principle of following the decision of majority. But, except positive this 

might have also some negative sides. For example, in case the council’s 

decisions  do  not   consider  objective  and  vocational  foundations,  but 

rather follow just party/personal interests, then mayoral, potentially, good 

incentives  are  hardly  realized;  even  though,  these  proposals  might 

provide  the  most  objective  and  the  most  efficient  solutions.  This, 

apparently,  may limit  the overall  municipal  development.  However,  in 

case  the  direct  mayoral  election  yields  the  mayor  who  is  not  fully 

competent,  then  the  power  of  the  collective  decision-making  body, 

potentially representing the opinions of the majority of citizens, is highly 

legitimate and can save the community.

On the contrary, very important feature allowing mayor to perform strong 

executive leadership is the professionalized character  of  this position. 

Mayor is a full-time and relatively well-paid# municipal officer with strong 

connections with administrators, which brings him or her good basis for 

managing  a  big  amount  of  public  services.  It  is  also  mayor’s 

responsibility to decide which managerial practices will be applied in the 

provision  of  these  services  (though  the  council  must  approve  the 

financial  aspects of municipal operations exceeding agreed amount of 

Euros).

Furthermore,  since  it  is  mayor’s  duty  to  prepare  and  present  policy 

proposals to the council, it is inevitable that he or she has strong support 

among bureaucrats; because the detailed elaboration of those proposals 

is in their hands – expected professionals in public administration issues. 

The law allows mayor to be in charge of the composition of the municipal 

office, which assure civil servants’ loyalty toward the municipal leader. 

Thus, in case the composition of the council in not in favour, mayor can 
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benefit at least from having profound vocational arguments – prepared 

by bureaucrats –, for convincing the opposition in the council. 

In  bigger  municipalities  (towns  and cities),  local  governments  usually 

establish  position  of  Chief  Executive  Officer  –  CEO  (prednosta 

obecného úradu). This CEO becomes responsible for the overall run of 

the  municipal  office,  thus  mayor  can  devote  saved  time  for  political 

functions  (creating  visions,  and development  goals).  This  means that 

while in smaller municipalities, the mayor is expected to be an executive 

and administrative professional, who assures the run of the community 

life, in bigger municipalities the circumstances lead to performing more 

political leadership allowing mayor to be focused on doing politics. This 

might be also one of the reasons, why the party affiliation of mayors from 

smaller municipalities does not play such crucial role in the communal 

elections, anymore.

Legislation for Political Reforms

During last 20 years, the intra-governmental relations experienced only 

few reforms or amendments in the Local Government Act. Two of them, 

however,  caused  strengthening  of  mayoral  position  in  the  municipal 

decision-making. One important legislative amendment of 2008 was a 

transfer of right – from the council to the mayor – to appoint the CEO. 

Before,  mayoral  strong relations  with bureaucrats  were constraint  by, 

often,  politically  appointed  head  of  the  administration  (Soos  &  Price, 

2002). Council had a chance to use this official for controlling mayor’s 

executive actions. It is not surprising that this arrangement often led to 

conflicts  between  these  two  leading  officials,  and  mayor’s  ability  to 

influence the run of the municipality, for which he takes full responsibility, 

was quite drained.

The second amendment caused decrease of the number of municipal 

councillors. The initial Local Government Act 369/1990 assigned that the 

municipal  council  decides how many councillors  the council  has.  The 
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minimum was 9 and maximum 60. In case the municipality had less than 

40 inhabitants, the council must have had at least five councillors. This 

very  loose  specification  often  led  to  waste  of  time  and  financial 

resources.  Therefore,  in  2002,  this  practice  was  regulated  and 

nowadays, the minimum amount of councillors is 3 and the maximum 

41.  In  addition,  the  number  of  councillors  is  based on 10 categories 

depending  on  the  number  of  inhabitants  (see  Table  1).  The  current 

course  of  events  shows  that  due  to  the  financial  crisis  many 

municipalities (usually based on mayoral/administrative proposals) try to 

decline the number of  councillors  even more (by selecting the lowest 

possible  alternative  from  the  particular  category  range)  in  order  to 

transfer saved money for provision of public services. 

Table  1:  Distribution  of  councillors  in  Slovak  Local 

Governments

Population Number of Councillors

<500 3-5

501-1.000 5-7

1.001-5.000 7-11

5.001-20.000 11-19

20.001-50.000 15-25

50.001-100.000 19-31

>100.000 23-41

Source 1: Modified from the Local Government Act 369/1990

4. The Impact of Reforms on Mayoral Decision-Making Power 

1. Good Potentials in the Institutional System
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The  previous  presentation  of  proceeding  local  public  management 

reforms showed that the current Slovak local governments operate with 

big  number  of  public  services  assured  by  relatively  well  defined 

distribution of public resources – the financial discretion is high –, and at 

the same time, there is  a chance of  using various modern tools  and 

techniques for providing as efficient services as possible.  That means 

that  the  local  authorities  arrived  to  the  last  stage  of  decentralization 

called  devolution  and several  New Public  Management  practices  are 

present in the management of public duties. In addition, the negotiation 

position  of  executive  local  leaders  has  been  empowered  due  to 

amendments in the political system, which increased their possibilities to 

lead the community in the way they wish. Especially the legislation about 

decreasing the number of local councillor significantly affected mayor’s 

decision-making power. Except the economic, this amendment had also 

managerial and political implications. The managerial argument is that 

fewer councillors fasten the decision-making process, since small group 

of people come to the agreement faster than a big group. This causes 

faster  problem  solving  and  consequently  higher  citizen  satisfaction. 

From the political point of view, smaller municipal council creates easier 

negation position for professional  mayor, who needs to convince less 

potential  opponents.  Thus,  with  his  or  her  potentially  good  expert 

knowledge  in  administrative  issues  he  or  she  can  easier  achieve 

acceptance of the proposals. This, not surprisingly, does not meet with 

sympathy among councillors whose main argument is that having fewer 

councillors  invades  the  principles  of  representative  democracy. 

However, this situation leads to classical conflict between efficiency and 

democracy and bring about a question, “What is more important? Having 

satisfied citizens, who can enjoy good quality of public services made by 

using more efficient means, or strictly follow principles of representative 
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democracy,  which at  the end of  the day might  not  produce expected 

results due to conflicts between too many interests?”  

The other legislative amendment in Local Government Act, treating the 

appointment of the head of the administrative office (CEO), gave mayor 

another  significant  advantage  in  the  municipal  decision-making.  The 

praxis  shows, that  mayor’s  full  responsibility  to select  his or  her own 

CEO changed a character of this position. While before 2008 political 

nominees filled this post, nowadays professionals with strong technical 

knowledge about the public administration issues occupy this vacancy. 

This  fact  further  empowers  mayor’s  position,  hence  the  strong  co-

operation and tight  relations with CEO help him or her to have even 

better  knowledge,  and  confidence  about  the  administrative  issues 

(Sopóci, Hrabovská, Bunčák, 2006) needed for political deliberation. On 

the other hand, it allowed him or her to delegate all the administrative 

tasks to civil servants and thus fully concentrate on doing politics. 

This leads to the conclusion that the Slovak mayor has a possibility to 

perform  two  types  of  leadership:  technocratic  or  political  one.  The 

technocratic leadership can be achieved by having strong access to the 

technical knowledge needed for creating profound policy-proposals and 

thus lead the community based on the performance measurements. On 

the other hand, the political leadership can be achieved by possibility to 

delegate  administrative  /  managerial  tasks  to  CEO  and  other  civil 

servants, who are mayor’s nominees, so mayor does not need to take 

care of those administrative issues anymore and can focus merely on 

political  activities.  Thus,  it  is  fully  in  mayor’s  hands  to  decide  which 

leadership type he or she prefers to use.   The system is set in such a 

way,  that  both  leadership  types  can  assure  good  provision  of  public 

service, if all the managerial means and techniques are properly used.  

Overall, the changes of the institutional system caused that the Slovak 

mayors have big number of technical and political tools for shaping the 
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municipal development according to their goals. Therefore, the past local 

public management reforms positively affected mayor’s decision-making 

power to influence the future.

But,  do municipal  representatives perceive the strong potential  of  this 

system? And did these reforms help them to perform better provision of 

public services?

2. Empirical experiences

Various  current  empirical  researches  already  provide  answer  on  the 

second  question.  The  authors  (Kováčová,  2005;  Balážová,  2006; 

Hrašková,  2007;  Nemec,  2010)  usually  claim  that  the  quality  of 

implementation of all new managerial practices did not bring expected 

results. In spite of well-defined legislative system, during last 20 years 

the  management  of  provision  of  public  services  has  not  significantly 

increased.  Instead  of  using  objective  (quantifiable  and  measurable) 

information,  municipal  representatives  repeatedly  follow  only  political 

interests; the private interests win over the public ones; transparency is 

not appropriate (Kováčová, 2005). Municipalities are not willing to use 

the  inter-municipal  cooperation  for  providing  services;  they  lack  the 

information about the alternative ways of service delivery,  the elected 

officials  do not  support  changes and they  invest  very little  in  human 

resources (Balážová, 2006). Public procurements are often tailored for 

“the right”  subcontractor,  thus the competitiveness is  impossible;  and 

corruption is still  quite active player in public-private partnerships and 

other purchases (Nemec, 2010). Thus, in line with the results from the 

other Western as well as developing countries, the NPM practices are 

not successfully implemented in the Slovak local governments. One of 

the  often-mentioned  reasons  is  poorly  defined  guidelines  for 

implementing the practices and  not readiness of civil servants’ and 

elected  officials’  for  using  the  business-like  way  of  thinking.  Nemec 
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(2010) even summarises it while saying that, “the structures exist, but 

the behaviour is [still] ‘semi-socialist’” (p.42). 

This comparison of the potentials coming from transformed institutional 

systems  and  the  experiences  from  the  everyday  life  leads  to  the 

conclusions that the past local public management reforms (especially 

NPM), in reality, did not affect the way in which the local representatives 

perform their duties. This consequently yields the assumption that these 

reforms did  not  improve the ways in  which municipal  representatives 

shape  the  municipal  development.  Therefore,  in  general,  it  can  be 

claimed  that  although  the  mayoral  formal  decision-making  power  to 

influence the municipal development has increased, the way in which is 

this power used is not positively reflected on the outcome of municipal 

performance.

To  my  best  knowledge,  however,  the  academic  research  has  not 

provided, yet, answers on the first above-mentioned questions, if mayors 

perceive  benefits  from the  system.  There  is  no  data  mapping  these 

opinions of the key municipal actors about the past reforms. Nor there is 

a study, which would track how municipal representatives perceive the 

influence of these reforms on their own ability to change the municipal 

development  and  satisfy  their  citizens.  Attaining  these  personal 

perceptions and attitudes may provide additional explanations also for 

the  question  “why  the  performance  has  not  changed  although  the 

institutional system has been modified?” 

In order to gain demanded perceptions I decided to execute a content 

analysis of in-depth interviews conducted with eight Slovak mayors from 

medium-size  municipalities  (10-40,000  inhabitants)  in  spring  2009. 

Hence, the objects# of this empirical qualitative research were the key 

municipal actors who have in hands all  the tools for performing better 

management  of  services.  The  semi-structured  interviews  originally 

contained ten questions#, but for the purposes of this paper, I analysed 
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only one, “How various institutional changes on the national and local  

level (e.g. decentralization of competences, fiscal decentralization, using  

NPM  practices  in  provision  of  public  services,  politico-administrative  

relations, etc.) influenced your decision-making power?” By asking this 

general  and  open  question,  the  intention  was  to  create  a  room  for 

respondents to reflect only on those reforms, which they consider the 

most important for influencing their own decision-making power. This, in 

a very natural  (not  forced) way,  further allowed tracking respondents’ 

attitudes towards particular reforms.   

1. Mayoral perceptions

The  responses  of  the  interviewed  mayors  expectedly  form  two 

categories.  The  first  category  contains  mayors  who  perceived some 

influence of the institutional changes on their decision-making power and 

in the second one are mayors who did not perceive any influence. Those 

who perceived some influence can be divided also between those, who 

perceived this change negatively and those who positively.

From among all  local  government  reforms presented  in  the  previous 

section,  the  most  common  reforms  mentioned  by  respondents  were 

decentralization (of  competences and finances),  management reforms 

(application  of  NPM  practices),  and  not-realized  communal  reform. 

Attitudes towards the decentralization  reforms have double  character: 

some mayors perceived very positive influence of these amendments on 

their  personal  decision-making  power,  while  to  others  the transfer  of 

competences  brought  more  problems.  If  management  reforms  were 

mentioned, then they were perceived only with positive feelings. Both, 

the possibility to appoint the CEO as well as the decrease of number of 

councillors were positively reflected.

Decentralization and NPM = Room for Strong Managerialism
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The content analysis revealed that those mayors with positive attitudes 

towards  the  decentralization  reform  see  transfer  of  competences 

accompanied  with  the  liberalization  of  finances  as  a  strong  factor 

influencing their formal decision-making power to change the municipal 

development. These mayors claimed that these reforms provided them 

better  possibilities  for  implementing  their  ideas,  visions,  and  for 

developing  their  municipalities  both  in  quantitatively  and  qualitatively 

bigger extend in comparison to some ten years ago. They feel bigger 

independence  from  the  state  control  because  they  can  use  formal 

decision-making  power  for  developing  their  municipalities  and not  for 

“struggling with the state officers”.  In addition,  as one mayor defined, 

these new central-local relations also fostered number of changes in the 

municipal  internal  structures,  managerial  practices  and  the  actual 

provision  of  public  services.  They  also  believe  that  nowadays 

municipalities have at least twice more money for constructing big public 

premises, such as ice-hall stadium, hospital, or industrial park. Mayors 

have  better  opportunities  for  improving  the  quality  of  provided  public 

services from the technical and human resources point of view. They are 

eager to use benchmarking methods, e-government, offices of the first 

contact, or applied the quality certificates ISO9000, and the municipal 

employees are motivated to improve their professional skills by attending 

personal-development trainings. In addition, all mayors within this group 

agreed  that  they  try  to  govern  their  municipality  according  to  the 

principles used in private companies (such as hierarchical  leadership, 

focus on teamwork,  or  client-oriented  approach),  because that  is  the 

only way, how to make the city work properly.  Moreover,  the political 

decision-making became less spontaneous and except the interests and 

ideas it  contains also means of implementation (Slovak mayor, SN°3, 

2009).  Thus,  the decision-making become more about  “how to make 

things  better”  instead of  only  “what  to  do?”  Accordingly,  the  external 
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public  administration  reforms  created  an  environment  within  which  a 

good  mayor,  who  is  in  the  spirit  of  NPM  able  to  handle  all  the 

competences and financial resources, has a great opportunity to shape 

the municipal development according to his or her wishes. The mayor 

from the central part of Slovakia nicely summarized the consequences of 

these reforms on his decision-making power:

”The fiscal decentralization is the law of the laws. It 

was  the  best  decision,  which  the  previous 

government  did.  Fiscal  decentralization  is  a  law, 

which provided to local government a possibility to 

show, if it is able to use the financial resources in a 

right way. It is not only about the levy of taxes, or 

about the level of fees, but it is also about the correct 

forecast of the market. Moreover, this reform gave us 

a room for liquidation of non-rational premises [for 

example  some  schools  with  little  amount  of 

students].  Even  though,  on  the  first  sight  these 

premises might look as social or humane, but for the 

town they are pronouncedly non-rentable. The fiscal 

decentralization gave huge power to municipalities. 

Who was able to use it is now successful,” (Slovak 

mayor, SN°6, 2009).   

The  perceptions,  language,  and  practical  examples  used  by  these 

mayors seem to be identical  with  perceptions and language used by 

Managers or CEOs from private sector. Therefore, I call those mayors 

“mayor-managers”,  as  they  represent  textbook  examples  how  the 

decentralization and NPM reforms should have affected the perceptions 

of  municipal  representatives.  These  mayors  are  fully  aware  of  the 

potential, which the past reforms brought and they are eager to use it. 
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Not  surprisingly,  one  important  common  feature  for  all  “mayor-

managers” is their prior working experiences in the private sector and/or 

higher  education  in  the  field  of  economics.  Therefore,  their  positive 

attitudes towards the decentralization and managerial reforms seem to 

have roots mainly in their prior experiences with private-sector practices. 

From the analysis  of  the  interviews  also  flows  that  for  these mayor-

managers, more important than the political affiliation is professionalism 

and efficient performance. Therefore, it is not striking that most of them 

run for the mayoral office as independent candidates. The last but not 

least common feature is their very strong relations with Chief Executive 

Officers. All of them consider their CEO as very influential persons and 

instead  of  treating  them  just  as  “tools  for  implementing  political 

initiatives”,  they  rather  perceive  them  as  partners  needed  for 

accomplishing  common  municipal  objectives.  For  these  mayor-

managers is thus typical technocratic leadership allowing them to use all 

the business-like practices brought by the NPM reform.    

The Political System Matters

On the other hand, according to the other group of studied Slovak local 

leaders the former institutional changes did not have any impact on their 

formal  decision-making  power,  or  the  possibility  to  make  municipal 

decisions  and  influence  the  future  municipal  development.  Their 

perceived formal decision-making power remained the same or if it has 

increased,  it  was due to the development  of  their  informal  (personal) 

power sources (experiences, knowledge, communication skills, etc.). 

Some of these mayors also stated that the institutional changes (mainly 

the  decentralization  of  competences and fiscal  decentralization)  have 

happened before their arrival to the office, so they take it as granted and 
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they consider it as something to which they just have to accommodate 

their behaviour. 

“[The  past  reforms]  brought  only  new 

competences  and  I  try  to  deal  with  it 

systematically. So, my decision-making power has 

not been changed. I think that the reforms did not 

change  my  decision-making  process,  either. 

Maybe  some  opinions  were  influenced,  or 

something  like  that.  But,  all  in  all,  nothing  has 

changed, because those competences which were 

transferred to the municipality  were very crucial 

for  the  municipal  office  and  they  solved  some 

problems, which were not dealt for many years,” 

(Slovak Mayor, SN°2, 2009).      

In  addition,  in  terms  of  changes  inside  the  municipal  structures 

(administrative  reforms),  mayors  claimed  that  they  delegated  the 

implementation of new managerial practices to CEOs,

“All  the  managerial  practices  or  organizational 

changes, which have happened in the municipal office, 

are  CEO’s  responsibility.  So  you  have  to  ask  him 

about those changes,” (Slovak Mayor, SN°1, 2009),  

or these changes did not occur in their town halls at all. Yet, no external 

and (potentially)  internal reforms had any impact on ways, how these 

respondents perceive their execution of formal decision-making powers.

Since the utterances of these respondents with neutral attitudes towards 

the  past  reforms  did  not  reveal  topics  connected  with  managerial 

practices,  rather  they  showed  to  a  certain  degree  unfamiliarity  with 

particular  practices (benchmarking mixing with brainstorming, program 

budgeting mixing with accrual  accounting,  etc.),  I  called this group of 

mayors “political-mayors”. Thus, their power to influence the municipal 
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development stands on other factors shaped most likely by the political 

system  (particular  composition  of  the  council,  good  relations  with 

bureaucrats,  etc.)  and  personal/political  skills  to  influence  the 

opposition#.

Another typical feature for all  these mayors is that their prior working 

experiences are from the public  sector (teachers, civil  servants),  they 

have higher education in different field than economics,  or  they have 

lower than university degree. Thus, their motivation or interest in new 

managerial practices might not be that big, since they do not have prior 

experiences with those practices. Therefore, it is not surprising, that they 

rather  benefit  from the possibility  to  delegate  managerial  activities  to 

CEO and other civil servants, who are trained for management of public 

duties.  Even,  the  opinion  that  civil  servants  are  just  “tool  for 

implementing political decisions” emerged in their responses more often. 

Therefore, these “political-mayors” incline to perform political, rather than 

technocratic leadership.

Nevertheless, affiliation to the political parties is not that important issue 

in this group of mayors, either. This can have explanations mainly in a 

general  trend,  according  to  which  during  last  20 years  citizens  have 

developed negative attitudes towards political parties, which means that 

especially  in  smaller  municipalities  they  prefer  to  elect  independent 

candidate,  who are expected to promote particular  local interests and 

not  the interests  of  the political  party.  Thus,  citizens believe  that  the 

independent candidate is more accountable to them than the mayoral 

candidate affiliated to some party. This goes also in line with opinions of 

mayoral  interviewers  who  claim  that  communal  politics  is  not  about 

satisfying interests of political parties but about satisfying the needs of 

citizens.   

The Communal Reform is a Must
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At the end it is worth to mention also some negative opinions about the 

past  reforms,  which  emerged  during  the  interviews.  According  to 

respondents, these negative aspects did not have negative influence on 

their own decision-making power, but due to their significance for the 

overall  future  municipal  progress  I  decided  to  mention  them  in  this 

section.    

One important factor emerging during the interviews and predetermining 

the  successful  run  of  the  municipality  is  the  well-known  big 

fragmentation of  local  governments.  Even though,  all  studied mayors 

come from municipalities, which have more than 10,000 inhabitants the 

topic  of  municipal  amalgamations  appeared  in  their  responses  quite 

often. As one mayor stated, in small municipalities - villages (less than 

5,000 inhabitants)  the benefits of the public  administration reform are 

hardly  achieved.  This  is  due  to  lack  of  human,  but  mainly  financial 

capital, which even by performing strong managerial practices based on 

the NPM concept  might  not  bring  expected  results.  Therefore,  he  is 

suggesting  that  the amalgamations  should  become another  important 

component of the future communal reform. 

“I  think  that  the  [concept  of]  self-governance  talks 

about  the  fact  that  municipalities  should  govern 

themselves  alone.  But,  what  can  govern  a  village 

with  400-500  inhabitants?  Nothing!  Except  the 

municipal  office,  the  mayor’s  salary  and  one 

administrator, nothing else. And this is not because 

the mayor would not want to do more but he simply 

does  not  have  a  chance  to  do  more,  because  he 

would  have  to  be  a  genius  in  order  to  be  able  to 

follow  the  development.  Because  he  is  alone  for 

everything…those five councillors  cannot  help that 

much either due to lack of experiences and technical 
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knowledge…They are not able to prepare any rational 

strategic  project,  because  they  are  not  able  to 

finance  it,  because  they  have  only  15,000  €  for 

investments per year. And from this money they want 

to develop a  village?!  This is simply impossible.  It 

does not make any sense…The reform should have 

had some limits that the municipality with less than 

2,000 inhabitants should not exist, because they are 

not  able  to  provide either  school,  social  premises, 

cultural  events,  nor  the  fire  protection.  Except 

yourself  you  do  not  govern  anything!”  (Slovak 

mayor, SN°5)     

Therefore,  as  the  mayor  indicated,  the  representatives  of  small 

municipalities seem to have strong negative feelings towards the reform, 

because  they  lost  the  support  from  the  state,  and  they  were  given 

number of new tasks, which they are not able to manage. 

The content analysis of the interviews also revealed that not only the 

size of the municipality, but also the overall socio-economic environment 

within  which  the  local  government  operates  might  influence  the 

character of the perceived external institutional reforms. Good example 

provides one mayor from relatively big municipality (30,000 inhabitants) 

but  with  high  unemployment  rate  (almost  25%),  poorly  developed 

industry,  and  aging  and  decreasing  blue-collar  population,  who 

perceived  the  current  central-local  relations  quite  negatively.  Even 

though  he  mentioned  that  this  reform  did  not  influence  his  personal 

ability to make decisions, it certainly brought him problems:

“The  state  is  getting  rid-off  of  its  worries  and  it  is 

throwing  them  on  municipalities  without  economic 

coverage and without  providing  us more personnel. 

For example, now we have to take care of the houses 
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for the elderly people, but we have so many problems 

with that.  Not  even to  mention small  municipalities. 

For them this law is very tough. But, it is given by law, 

so we all have to provide this service,” (Mayor, SN°4, 

2009).   

Not  surprisingly,  this  mayor  belong  to  the  group  of  above  defined 

“political-mayors”, with previous working experiences in the public sector 

(teacher), with a need of protection provided by the state and a lack of 

entrepreneurial way of thinking. It would be interesting to see what kind 

of attitudes would present the “mayor-managers”, if they would have to 

perform their duties in this specific socio-political situation.   

5. The strong became even stronger 

In the conclusion can be stated that based on the documentary analysis 

the  past  local  government  reforms  transforming  the  central-local 

relations,  political-administration  relations  and  implementing  business-

like  managerial  practices  to  the  provision  of  public  services  in  local 

governments  had  positive  impact  on  mayoral  formal  decision-making 

power. Mayors received more competences, more financial resources, 

their  dependency  on  the  State  control  decreased,  they  have  less 

potential opponents from among councillors, they have full control over 

the municipal administration, and they have various managerial tools for 

satisfying  citizens’  needs.  Thus,  the  transformed  institutional  system 

provides strong potential  for  leading the municipality  and shaping the 

municipal development according to mayors’ goals and wishes (which 

are potentially in accordance to the wishes of the majority of citizens). 

But, do municipal leaders perceive the strong potential of this system? 

Do  they  think  that  the  past  reforms  changed  their  decision-making 

power? The empirical research revealed that from among all interviewed 
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mayors, only few perceived these reforms as a positive factor affecting 

their ability to shape the municipal development.  Thus, these “mayor-

managers” demonstrated that they certainly benefit from the potential, 

which the new institutional system brought them. On the contrary, the 

rest of the interviews did not perceive that the last past reforms would 

affect their formal decision-making power. One mayor was even against 

the decentralisation reform. For these “political-mayors”, more important 

than the institutional changes was their personal development (gained 

experiences  and  knowledge)  needed  for  influencing  the  municipal 

development.  Both  attitudes towards  the past  reforms further  lead  to 

defining  the  leadership  type  used  by  studied  mayors.  Those  who 

expressed positive attitudes towards the transformation tend to perform 

technocratic leadership, while the rest inclines to the classical political 

leadership.

Overall,  the  past  institutional  reforms  made strong  municipal  leaders 

even  stronger,  regardless  of  mayors’  perceptions.  For  the  future 

municipal development, if it would continue following principles of NPM 

doctrine, it would be convenient, if the number of mayors with positive 

attitudes  towards  the  past  public  administration  reforms  would  be 

constantly growing. This can be achieved only by further education of 

elected leaders but also by increasing the awareness among citizens 

that that having competent and experienced local leader is one of the 

preconditions  for  improving  the  municipal  development.  However, 

without inevitable communal reform, these improvements will never be 

achieved, because keeping highly educated people in small villages with 

lack of financial resources is almost impossible.   
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Abstract

The paper explores two major political parties, FIDESZ in 

Hungary and SMER-SD in Slovakia and their success in the latest 

parliamentary elections from the comparative perspective.

The year 2010 was known as the elections´ year in the region of 

Central Europe. Apart from the possible changes of the governing elites 

there is a specific pressure in the communication strategies to 

strengthen the national issues and questions related to common history 

of the former post-war period when the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy 

dissolved and new sovereign states were created. Thus, the central 

concepts are not to fight the economic crisis, to improve the social 

status of citizens, unemployment, but the protection of national interests, 

historical grievances and its violent removal through the prism of 

electoral populism. It seems that the political elites are moving 

backwards in time and do not reflect the real existing needs of the 

citizens they govern. Although both countries are members of the EU 

3 Director of the Institute of Social Sciences, University of Ss. Cyril and 
Methodius, Trnava, Slovakia
4 Assistant lecturer at UCM Trnava; Ph.D. candidate at Faculty of Social and 
Economic Sciences at Commenius University in Bratislava, Slovakia
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and NATO, elections in April and June 2010 do not create proper 

conditions for good relations between these two countries. 

Key words: parliamentary elections, populism, nationalism, Fidesz, 

Smer – SD

Introduction

If we would like to study the concept of Central Europe in our 

article, it is necessary to define this region at first. It is an expression for 

the region, which is seen differently from the territorial view, from the 

perspective of the continental Europe, and observed differently from the 

perspective outside of Europe. Let us cut the various geopolitical 

aspects and the theories to go directly to the region and view it as a 

community of four countries, working together in a cluster of the 

Visegrad group, which was launched at a formal meeting of presidents 

of three Central Eurpean countries on 15th February 1991 at an ancient 

castle of Visegrad in Hungary. Signatures of the three high constitutional 

officials created the only group, but also the definition of the region, 

which is formed together by the Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, 

Hungary and Poland. These four sovereign states have always shown 

the effort to strengthen the common cultural and intellectual values with 

the continuous wish to keep and preserve such cooperation. Although 

each of the countries reached the long time goal to become a member 

state of the European Union, the V4 group does not create an alternative 

to the economic and defense efforts of the EU.5

The year 2010 conducted several types of elections in these 

countries. This significant match, not only in the scope of parliamentary 

elections, is due to the fact that the Czech Republic, Slovakia and 

5 More about the Visegrad 4 cooperation at 
http://www.visegradgroup.eu/main.php?folderID=858
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Hungary experienced the first free elections in 1990, the Poles a year 

later. From the perspective of our article it is important to stress that we 

will predominantly deal with two countries of the Central Europe, 

Hungary and Slovakia, and our focus will be shaped by investigating the 

political parties that won the 2010 elections.

In spite of the fact that the elections in Slovakia and Hungary 

have been won by the political entities that far exceeded their political 

opponents, it is necessary to give adequate space for analysis and 

comparison of elements and factors, primarily the political profiles of 

these entities to be relevant to consider the similarities and differences 

of these political parties and highlight the possible risks arising from the 

electoral rhetoric. Thus, our study covers the comparison of two entities, 

the political party SMER - Social Democracy (SMER - SD) and Fidesz – 

Hungarian Civic Union. We introduce these parties as electoral leaders, 

we identify the common and diverse characteristics and use the results 

to clarify that the dilemmas of ethnicity and nationalism are still valid for 

the region of Central Europe.

A short discourse from the theoretical framework of political 

parties

From the theoretical point of view both examined political parties 

are not fundamentally different from each other. Both have built their 

national structures, both have a respected leader at its frontline who is, 

in principle, the founder of the political entity. According to the 

Kirchheimer´s classification of political parties, SMER –  SD as well as 

Fidesz belong to the group of so-called “catch-all parties” (Kirchheimer, 

1966: 177-200). These parties are inherently interested in mobilizing the 

widest range of constituents at the costs of loosening their ideological 

concepts. Let´s consider the categorization of these parties by the 
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Czech political scientist, Maximilián Strmiska with regard on his 

publication The Political Parties in Modern Europe. 

Smer – Social Democracy

This party was founded in 1999 by a distinguished politician of 

former communist Party of Democratic Left (SDL), Robert Fico. At the 

beginning the party claimed itself as a “third way”, similarly to the 

Scandinavian political entities (Rešetka, 2010). Smer - SD has 

transformed itself according to several professional expectations 

(Hynčica, 2007) from previously unclear political profile of the party, into 

a social democratic identity, while retaining some elements of the 

original identity.6 A political scientist, Svetozár Krno argues that Smer 

emerged as a non-standard criticist (Krno, 2007: 283)7 platform with a 

clear media vision created upon the initiative of popular MP who has 

ever since been at the top level of people´s choice. Assumptions on the 

leftist shift were evident: the leader came from the leftist SDL and Smer 

also absorbed and united former leftist parties and their representatives, 

who used a massive membership in this political entity. The leftist 

political ideology was confirmed during the election period 2002 – 2006 

(the second term of Mikulas Dzurinda), when in power the so-called 

right-wing coalition adopted variety of unpopular reforms lowering the 

social standard of many citizens.

SMER is identified with strong social rhetoric and the idea of the 

welfare state, which together with the charismatic appearance in the 

person of Robert Fico helped to triumphant victory in the election of 
6 Mostly by using anti-elite, protestant appeal.  Strmiska, M. (2005): The Political 
Parties in Modern Europe. Praha: Portal, p. 473
7 Apart from journalists also the analysts often used this term during the third 
Meciar government. The problem of its frequent use was not only in defining 
what is standard but morelikely the word could not be use to characterize the 
political entity from the position of neutral objective scientist, but to identify the 
negativism and ostracism. See more Krno, S. (2007): Politické strany štátov 
Visegrádskej štvorky. Nitra: UKF, p. 283
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2006. Nevertheless, Smer paid the price for irresponsible choice of 

coalition partners, notably the Slovak National Party (SNS), for which it 

was expressed resentment and suspended Smer's membership in the 

Party of European Socialists represented in the European Parliament 

(Rešetka, 2010). The campaigning of the party strengthened statist 

concepts, the need of geopolitical and energetic vision of Slovakia, the 

legal state, economic liberalism, social issues. Smer – SD criticized the 

conditions of state accession to the EU but did not argue against the 

accession itself (Krno, 2007: 283-284). As Viera Žuborová observes in 

her study about the negative campaign in 2010 parliamentary elections: 

“...the position and the impact of voter mobilization and demobilization 

through (positive) negative ads in the campaign period shall not fade the 

political position of Smer, but this party will be able to dictate the ads of 

the whole party system in Slovakia.” The best example according to the 

author is the term welfare state that started to be very frequent in the 

political agendas of major part of the political parties (Žúborová, 2011: 

79). The typically left wing parties are mostly recognized as significant in 

the procedures to guarantee the minority rights and adhere the 

citizenship status of such groups or vice versa; socialists try to 

emphasize the status of ethnic minorities. In this case Smer –  SD 

reacted very moderately, let´s consider that the goal of the minority 

policy making was to prevent the status quo which is not enough for 

such left oriented political subject. We have to deemphasize the political 

agenda of Smer in the scope of minority policy –  the mutual relations 

with Hungary were paradoxically worsened during the governmental 

period of Smer –  SNS - HZDS coalition.8 During the electoral period 

when party Smer was a dominant political actor further laws were 

adopted from the political agenda of Slovak National Party with a strong 

support of MPs representing the major coalition partner. We can easily 

8 The typical negative course is seen in the adoption of Language law in 2009.
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confirm the adoption of such laws as “national”. Perhaps, the law itself 

carries out some logic content but the timing of the adoption is at least 

very wrong, causing the radicalization of the opposite camp which will be 

discussed later. These and many others controversial agenda settings 

clarified that the party Smer does not stand as a standard left orientation 

party (Rešetka, 2010).9

If we consider the profile of Smer –  SD from the perspective of 

the national issues it is evident that it does not act and behave as a 

standardized social democracy, but mainly as a party with a nationalist 

accent that avoids addressing the actual minority discourses. Similarly, a 

political scientist Grigorij Mesežnikov notes that the right-oriented SNS 

draws its coalition potential from the power position of the other 

“nationally” oriented political parties such as Smer and HZDS. The part 

of this argument is a historical experience that the moderate center right 

and center left political parties had never claimed the political will to 

create a government coalition with nationalists (Mesežnikov, 2009: 28). 

The same inconsistency is visible also in economic or socio-economic 

agenda –  during the ruling period of Smer. There was no tax raising 

which is typical for Nordic left political parties. Furthermore the cultural-

ethical question was practically ignored by a leading party in the 

electoral period 2006 –  2010. In the scope of rhetoric - there are 

significant signs of left populism to trivial the major issues to the 

unworkable procedures. The last area that is evaluated is the 

international relations which was more or less pathetic during the 

previous four years.

One of the most significant characteristics for the “catch-all” party 

Smer –  SD is that the electorate or the constituents are mobilized not 

9 Further analysis of such controversial left orientation is available In Rešetka, L. 
(2010): Komparácia politických subjektov Smer a Fidesz.
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only on the left wing of the political spectrum but also in nationally 

oriented voters and conservative vote takers.

Fidesz – Hungarian Civic Union

Political party Fidesz was founded by young intellectuals and 

students in 1988 and was subsequently registered as a youth 

organization. Only in 1993, it was transformed to a real political party. As 

stated by Svetozár Krno, the party is considered to be virtually the only 

successful European entity based on the generational principle and 

which was only cancelled during the party transformation and no longer 

required the membership condition of the age less than 35 years (Krno, 

2007: 139). Such census was atypical not only within the scope of the 

Central Europe but also rare globally. Almost as complicated journey 

was made across the ideological and programmatic content of the party. 

The current Prime Minister, Viktor Orban, has been chosen to lead party 

since 1993, when the party began to change from the classic liberal 

cosmopolitan oriented formation into the national conservative center-

right party. Following the first free election Fidesz has become the 

political party represented in the national parliament. The party 

emphasizes the role of the family and its harmonious development; 

which is also implemented in supporting an adequate fiscal policy and 

tax law. The economic agenda is virtually in the frame of a liberal 

orientation. Interesting memento is a strong emphasis on environmental 

policy. Apart from that the program is strongly populist, for example, 

raising the question of pensions, free education and others. Cultural and 

social identity is largely affected by the protection of the Hungarian 

language and culture and emphasis on the role of churches in public life. 

The party successfully supports Hungary's membership in NATO and 

EU (Strmiska, 2005: 492-493). The very first significant success was 

proclaimed in 1998, when Fidesz got into the government together with 
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the Hungarian Democratic Forum and the Peasant Party and the Prime 

Minister has become a charismatic leader, Viktor Orban. Besides 

increasing the public deficit the dominant theme was the protection of 

the rights of Hungarian minorities in neighboring countries or, in other 

words, former territories of Hungarian hegemony. These activities, 

however, caused a wave of resentment in neighboring countries. 

Problem has arisen particularly with the question of dual citizenship of 

Hungarians living abroad which, secondarily, ought to provide also 

material assistance. In the second half of the electoral period 2006 - 

2010 Fidesz largely supported the anti-government demonstrations and 

demanded resignation of socialist Prime Minister Gyurcsany. The party 

declared in a time of economic crisis and the threat of national 

bankruptcy that it will not allow the ordinary citizens to suffer due to poor 

economic situation. At the same time the party strongly asserted slogans 

such as “Hungary for Hungarians”, thereby emphasizing the patronage 

of the state and suggested statist conservative style of government. This 

term was also underlined by the nationalist rhetoric and characteristic 

deterioration of relations between the Slovaks and Hungarians. The 

emerging nationalist passions fueled the expansion of political entities, 

which can be attributed to the extreme right-wing (eg Jobbik Party - 

Movement for a Better Hungary), which, however, collected a significant 

proportion of the electorate of Fidesz. During the turbulent years of the 

political opposition, Fidesz significantly strengthened so much that in 

July 2010 parliamentary elections the party reached a constitutional 

majority. Obtaining such majority basically confirmed that Fidesz is not 

required to officially identify with radical Jobbik, while not doing 

compromise in the compound of the government with socialists. Fidesz 

has succeeded with ideal electoral outcome, which means that the party 

can actually establish any political changes, or the transformation of the 

entire political system may occur in extreme case. By the complex 
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transformation of the political party Fidesz it is obvious about declaring it 

as a “catch-all party.” We will try to figure it out on the electorate support. 

According to statistics data the typical voter of the party is a nationally 

oriented constituent (due to the nationalist rhetoric), conservative voter 

(due to great relations with the church and supporting of the traditional 

values), and socialist (due to populist rhetoric which is obviously more 

left than classic socialist party). Some authors are investigating the 

background of the right and far right parties success on the Roma 

(gypsy) population. The author concludes that although Fidesz used 

propagandist rhetoric during and before the campaign regarding 

reducing benefits to Roma population and including them to community 

work, it never went into such extremes as Jobbik did. There have been 

racist incidents all over 2009, murders and revenges therefore the 

election results are really not surprising (Wolf, 2010). 

Making conclusions from the basic characteristics of the two 

major political parties of both Slovakia and Hungary is clear that apart 

from the international engagement in which Fidesz is relatively active, 

the profile of Smer – SD and Fidesz is quite common and we can find 

similar elements even if the parties are politically on the different side of 

the classic political spectrum. 

The comparative perspective

In terms of comparative perspective, it is interesting to identify 

the common elements of both subjects observed. In particular, it is 

necessary to declare that both parties benefit in particular from leaders 

who are charismatic personalities of Robert Fico and Viktor Orban. Both 

retain broad support in the public polls.10 Another phenomenon is the 

10 The leader of the strongest parliamentary group, R. Fico gains permanent 
trust from people around 40 %. http://www.infovolby.sk/index.php?
base=data/pvm/uvvm/0902180298.msg
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identical question of populism, where both sides expressed a consensus 

in relation to the public. Interesting is also to monitor their position in the 

main use of expressive and nationalist statements. Both players 

managed to mobilize the largest number of constituents and this trend 

seems to be continuous (Hanley, Szczerbiak, Haughton, Fowler, 2008: 

422). A special interest is also paid to a common feature of the 

development process of these entities. While Smer has transformed 

from the so-called “third way party“, or initially from the side of the 

centrist group to typically leftist, Fidesz has evolved from the liberal-

oriented party with a young intelligence base into a national conservative 

party with the rhetoric that is assumed by more radically oriented political 

parties of the far right. Both entities are significantly identified with  the 

issues in Slovakia - Hungarian relations and at the same time they 

stress out a possible cooperation with the parties with nationalist 

context. Here it is necessary to emphasize that Smer as well as Fidesz 

are tempted to change the electoral system to national parliaments to 

the majoritarian system, which would thus favor the powerful and 

successful actors such as these parties. In the following part of the study 

the electoral theory of the observed countries is illustrated.

According to theories of the electoral systems, the mixed proportional 

system11 tends to help smaller political entities at the expense of major 

political parties. In contrast, the majoritarian electoral system12 does not 

automatically prefer the largest political party to win absolute majority, 

but helps doing so much more than in the previous case. If we chose to 

analyze the impact of the majoritarian mixed electoral system for 

Hungary, it is possible to confirm that the mixed electoral system tends 

11 MMP – Mixed Member Proportional. See for example Sartori, G. (2001), 
Shugart, M.S. – Wattenberg, M.P. (2001): Mixed Member Electoral Systems: 
The Best of Both Worlds. Oxford University Press., Massicotte, Blais (1999): 
Mixed Electoral Systems: A Conceptual and Empirical  Survey. Electoral 
Studies XVIII
12 MMM – Mixed Member Majoritarian. See ibid.
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to create bipolar party system. In the case of the Hungarian party 

system, there is a switching constant of taking the government positions 

by the two dominant political parties. It is important to note that the 

discussed set of the electoral system to the Hungarian Parliament has 

played a significant role in the transition to democracy (Ženíšek, 2004: 

44-48). The last observed parliamentary elections have confirmed such 

theory. The Hungarian electoral system contributes to the results, which 

successfully deny two essential criteria imposed on the election rules: 

the emergence of a representative legislature from the electoral battle 

and the creation of a representative and capable government. The 

different position of Smer - SD and Fidesz, despite the fact that they won 

the parliamentary elections in 2010 is largely a reflection of the electoral 

system in that country. While in Slovakia operates a very typical 

proportional electoral system, in Hungary is supermixed electoral system 

that favors the winner of the election. The Hungarian case probably 

stands for the European most complicated electoral law (Chytilek, Šedo, 

2004: 155). The system is a hybrid using elections from a combination of 

single-member districts, party lists, and a national compensation list 

(Benoit, 2005: 243). As the author observes: „It would not be an 

exaggeration to state that Hungary’s electoral system was created for 

the parties, by the parties, and of the parties“ (Rešetka, 2010).

If we look at both political parties in terms of different 

characteristics we find that these are not in terms of real political 

performance in principle. In particular, we note that Smer is the party 

proclaimed as leftist or center-left (see description) while Hungarian 

counterpart is currently a great example of the center-right or right wing. 

This fact is largely verifiable by the membership of those entities in the 

European Parliament –  Fidesz is a member of the European People's 

Party and Smer belongs among the European socialists. In view of the 

divergent elements, it is very interesting to follow the increase of the 
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preferences and popularity in the conditions of mobilizing the electorate. 

Paradoxically, Fidesz has reached its electoral peak in the time when 

they were in opposition (term from 2006 to 2010) and Smer maximized 

their electoral potential to the historical level while in the ruling coalition 

in the same reported period (Rešetka, 2010). According to mentioned 

above we are able to confirm the hypothesis that these two political 

entities are in essence far more similar than diverse even since they are 

at different poles of the political spectrum. Their national-state interests 

and issues of Slovak - Hungarian relations, the ideological background 

and the way they exercise the political power and almost mass 

mobilization of voters composed the elements on which we can declare 

a certain similarity. Similar features can be also found in the frequent 

use of populism, which in many cases is a nationalist populism (see the 

Language Act, Patriot Act, the question of dual citizenship and others). 

Despite efforts to formally proclaim and publicly distance themselves 

from extremist political parties, we can not confirm that as the Slovak 

National Party and the Hungarian Jobbik do not play or did not play a 

major influence in shaping the government policy.

Conclusions

In both investigated countries, political parties that stand in the 

ideological perceptions on different sides won the latest parliamentary 

elections. While Smer-SD is a vector of left-wing ideas, the right-wing 

Fidesz is obviously a constant on the Hungarian political spectrum. 

Although their situation is different after the last elections - one ended up 

in opposition, the second compiled the government itself, they are still 

the crucial actors in terms of setting up and bringing the issues they live 

by, and, at the same time they create the harsh political atmosphere. 

Although they are not the most radical groups in their countries in the 
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way of the far right groups, they currently have a significant word in their 

"ventilation". On the Slovak side is the most radical Slovak National 

Party, which, even in its electoral manifesto had the recurrent 

connections with the "Hungarian threat" or “Hungarian card”. In the 

mutual relations the expression of SNS are highly confrontational and 

political scientist G. Mesežnikov called them to be paranoid 

(Mesežnikov, 2010). 

From the other point of view, the Hungarian problem number 1 is 

called Jobbik. The sources of spreading information for Jobbik are 

primarily the social networks that have boomed lately and the Internet 

itself. Thus, even in the age category 18-24 of the young voters, this 

group has twice the support as former ruling Hungarian Socialists. 

Jobbik impresses the youth with its vigor and radicalism. According to 

research conducted by European Social Survey Hungary is on the 3rd 

place in the inclination of the population to right-wing radicalism (Klimša, 

2010). One fifth of the Hungarian population sympathize with the 

extremist right. Although Fidesz clearly declared before the elections, 

and finally even met this declaration, that the government would never 

be created with Jobbik, the real problem has already emerged in the 

society. The biggest electoral breakthrough was for Jobbik with its strong 

extremist anti-semitic and anti-gypsy rhetoric (Traynor, 2010) while there 

is a real threat of the extremist forces to gain more power in Hungary. 

Jobbik is in close relation with the Hungarian Garda that has previously 

been declared as illegal and has been banned (Wolf, 2010). 

SMER-SD and Fidesz are still the most influential political parties 

that affect the process in either a positive or a negative manner. It will 

probably be those common features which we have already elsewhere 

mentioned above:

- Charismatic leaders on both sides who realize that the image of the 

external enemy is too convenient for them as a positive factor for the 
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dominant effect and they are informed that any kind of turnover in the 

perception of them could worsen their reputation and renome and cause 

some serious harm. 

- they use the national issues at every opportunity such as strong 

position directed against the other party - in this situation, if the 

European Parliament and their own political countrymen at the other 

political platforms shall tolerate such negative messaging, the question 

of improving the mutual relations remains unanswered

It remains only to believe that during the current legislative 

period, both political parties will find enough space to search for 

compromises.  Nevertheless, we believe that Western European 

countries cannot allow more than thousand years neighbors to unleash 

such hell that happened in the Balkans in the '90s. In addition to external 

factors, the situation is positively affected by various elements of civil 

(open) society. Our task will therefore lie in continuous monitoring of the 

parties over time and bringing up a report on their positive impact in the 

future. If we add the current heads of both states, it is hard to imagine 

that the development would go right through the Balkans history. 

Although it should also be noted that at the beginning of the Balkan war, 

only few predicted the later scenario. Let this memento be in mind for 

the future generations.
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Annex

Source: http://electionresources.org/hu/assembly.php?election=2010
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Territorial competitiveness factors – different 
institutions' approaches and actual state in Slovakia

Tomas Šoltés

Abstract

The aim of the article is to present a comparative study of territorial 

competitiveness factors. The analysis is realized in the form of content 

analysis of relevant strategic and legal documents both at international 

level and the level of Slovakia. The article focuses on identifying the 

most common factors used to determine territorial competitiveness. 

Therefore, it establishes several major groups based on comparable 

factor characteristics, divides the factors of each of the analyzed 

documents into the established groups and compares the perception of 

competitiveness by various institutions and documents.

Keywords: Slovakia,  territorial  competitiveness,  economic  crisis,  

development

Foreword

The overall performance of a country depends on its ability to be 

successful in the global environment. In other words, it depends on its 

competitiveness. It is therefore important to understand the 

fundamentals and factors affecting competitiveness on national as well 

as regional level. Even before the global economic crisis increased 

efforts were dedicated to enhancing production efficiency and ensuring 

the competitiveness of countries on international level. These activities 

were at the forefront of not only governments, but also of relevant 

international organizations and the world's leading economists. A joint 

effort is to understand competitiveness and its factors and subsequently 

prepare policies and development strategies of countries.
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Despite serious efforts in this field, there is no generally accepted 

definition of competitiveness. Various theories and organizations, as well 

as documents and publications produced by them, define the concept of 

competitiveness differently and base the definition on different 

theoretical foundations. Slovakia is not an exception in the field of 

competitiveness monitoring. Competitiveness of the Slovak economy is 

set in its strategic documents as one of the major priority areas to 

achieve the targeted growth of living standard and ensure sustainable 

development of Slovakia. But also in the conditions of Slovakia, a 

generally accepted definition of competitiveness is missing. The same 

goes for the factors affecting competitiveness. There is no generally 

established methodology, therefore no clearly defined set of specific 

factors of competitiveness. 

First of all, several key findings of the author’s former research in the 

field of competitiveness definition (Šoltés, 2010) are presented in order 

to enable the reader to see the sources of the theoretical understanding 

of competitiveness.  

Consequently, the article is focused on content analysis of legal and 

strategic documents from various relevant international institutions, 

which are active in the field of competitiveness analysis and 

measurement. The article focuses on exploring different sets of 

competitiveness factors and by comparing those tries to identify the 

most frequent ones and group them into several main groups based 

upon similar characteristics. 

1. Understanding of competitiveness

Theoretical approaches to competitiveness can be roughly divided into 

two major groups. On the one hand, we can identify approaches that 

look at competitiveness as the ability of a territory to achieve an 

advantage over other countries, regions, etc. This group is represented 
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mainly by classical economics and economic schools based on classical 

foundations. On the other hand, it is possible to identify approaches that 

base country's competitiveness on the ability to sell its products in 

international trade (e.g. New Trade Theory). Conjunction of these two 

groups is the identification of productivity as the source of success, and 

thus figuratively meaning the competitiveness, of a country or a region.

Among the most influential authors of classical economists, who directly 

examined the "advantages" of countries against other countries (today 

we could in this respect consider these advantages to be in a figurative 

meaning the competitiveness of countries), were particularly Adam 

Smith and David Ricardo. Adam Smith in his book Wealth of Nations 

(Smith; Reich, 2000) placed emphasis on economic growth, focusing on 

increasing productivity and praised international trade. He promoted the 

absolute advantage of countries. Unlike Smith, David Ricardo promoted 

comparative advantages of countries. Smith noted that the gains from 

trade can only exist if a country has an absolute advantage over other 

countries, thus it reaches a lower overall productivity. Ricardo on the 

other hand, says that the gains can be achieved even in trade among 

countries which trade with two commodities, for which they have a 

comparative advantage - an advantage in labor productivity (labor per 

worker).

The main representative of the New Trade Theory is Paul Krugman. 

Krugman, in his theory criticizes the concept of territorial 

competitiveness. In his view, the concept of competitiveness is not 

significant and Krugman mentions a dangerous obsession in connection 

to national competitiveness. His criticism is based on three key points 

(Krugman, 1994). There is no limit that would represent the bankruptcy 

of a country. Competitiveness of countries is not a zero-sum game and 

the success of one country does not consequently mean the loss of 

another country. And finally, if competitiveness has any meaning, then it 
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is only a different expression of productivity (growth in living standards is 

determined by productivity growth).

World Economic Forum (WEF) on an annual basis since 1979 publishes 

The Global Competitiveness Report, which is one of the most 

comprehensive sources of information concerning comparative 

advantages, weaknesses and opportunities for economies around the 

world. The Global Competitiveness Report for the years 2009/2010 

defines the very concept of competitiveness as "... set of institutions, 

policies and factors that determine the level of productivity of a country. 

The productivity level then provides a sustainable level of prosperity that 

can be achieved by the economy." In other words, more competitive 

economy can produce higher incomes for its residents.

Institute for Strategy and Competitiveness at the Harvard Business 

School is the workplace of one of the world's leading authorities in the 

field of competitiveness - Michael Porter. Porter says: "The prosperity of 

the country depends on its competitiveness, which is derived from the 

productivity with which the country can produce goods and services". 

(Porter, 2008) In the report prepared by Porter under a study by the 

Council for U.S. Competitiveness13 (Porter, 2007), which he dedicated to 

the understanding of competitiveness and its causes, defines the goal of 

competitiveness as the improvement of nations prosperity measured by 

living standards per capita. The basic source of long-term prosperity is 

productivity with which a country can use its human, financial and 

natural resources in the production of goods (Porter, 2007).

13

 The Council on Competitiveness is a nonprofit organization established under 
the U.S. Internal Revenue Service aimed to promote long-term competitiveness of the 
USA.  Its  members  are  leading  personalities  from the  business,  academic  and  trade 
union sphere. 
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Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development14 (OECD) in 

the effort to define the concept of competitiveness of countries states, 

that it does not analyze profitability, but rather the country's ability to 

grow and improve the living standard of the population. If we wanted to 

get a single definition of competitiveness according to the OECD, then 

we must look to earlier reports and documents published under various 

departments of OECD. OECD describes competitiveness as "... the 

ability of firms, sectors, regions, countries or supranational regions to 

generate, in exposure to international competition, relatively high factor 

income and factor employment on a sustainable basis."

The European Union issues an annual report on competitiveness, called 

the European Competitiveness Report (ECR). The ECR in its former 

versions defines competitiveness directly as: "Competitiveness is seen 

as a sustainable growth of living standards of the country or region 

under the lowest possible involuntary unemployment." The main 

objective of the report is to annually analyze and evaluate the 

competitiveness of EU countries, with the greatest emphasis on 

examining the productivity as the most reliable indicator of 

competitiveness in the long run. The report also states that 

"competitiveness is the overall economic performance of a country 

measured within a country's ability to provide its citizens with an 

increase in their standard of living on a sustainable basis under a broad 

access to employment for those who are willing to work".

International Institute for Management Development (IMD) annually 

publishes the World Competitiveness Yearbook (WCY). WCY analyzes 

and evaluates how nations and companies manage their responsibilities 

to achieve greater prosperity. WCY states, that competitiveness of an 

14

 Compare: Hatzichronoglou (1996) and Durand, Madaschi, Terrible (1998)
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economy cannot be understood only in relation to GDP and productivity, 

because firms must also overcome the political, social and cultural 

dimensions. Therefore, countries must create an environment with the 

most appropriate structure, institutions and policies to promote 

competitiveness. (Rosselet-McCauley, 2010)

2. Understanding of competitiveness in Slovakia

From the view of the implementation of competitiveness theory and 

measurement of competitiveness in economic policy, three main 

strategic documents at national level were analyzed:

National strategic and reference framework15 (NSRR) constitutes the 

basic document of the Slovakia in the field of economic development, 

competitiveness and innovation in the programming period 2007-2013. 

Despite the fact that this document is the basic document used for 

defining priorities of Slovakia, but also used as the basis of other various 

Slovak strategic programs, the document itself does not contain a 

concrete and comprehensive definition of competitiveness. Even despite 

the fact that the very word "competitiveness" is used in the document 

more than 100 times. The document analyzes the competitiveness of 

Slovakia and its factors, such as cheap labor force. Consequently, the 

document tries to draw the reader’s attention to knowledge based 

economy as a source of long-term competitiveness. The document 

states: "The strategic part of the NSRR is based on the vision of 

economic and social development of Slovakia, which is couched in 

terms of overall convergence of Slovakia's economy to the EU15 

average by means of sustainable development." NSRR aims to improve 

the living standard of Slovak citizens in order to progressively and 

15

 Ministerstvo  výstavby  a  regionálneho  rozvoja  SR:  Národný  strategický  
referenčný rámec 2007 – 2013. Bratislava, 2007
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sustainably catch up with the living standard of advanced EU countries. 

Competitiveness is not directly defined, but the content of the document 

is clear that this term is understood in particular as the ability to achieve 

economic growth, and on the other hand, Slovakia's ability to 

successfully trade its production in international markets.

The program document to the Operational Programme Competitiveness 

and Economic Growth (OP) also does not include a direct definition of 

competitiveness. In the introductory part the document states, that the 

aim of the OP is to maintain and develop a competitive and effective 

production potential of industry and the energy sector, as well as tourism 

and other selected services, in terms of sustainable development and so 

to contribute to effectively raising the economic performance of Slovakia 

and reduce regional disparities in terms of economic performance. 

Attention is given to support activities with positive impact on 

employment and innovation development. From this we can conclude 

that competitiveness is understood as the ability to maintain or increase 

the level of economic growth (performance) of Slovakia.

National Lisbon Strategy (Slovak Competitiveness Strategy)16 was 

adopted as an economic strategy for Slovakia until the year 2010, which 

should be the basis for proposed government policies. The strategy was 

intended to make by the year 2010 from the Slovak economy a 

competitive economy capable of catching up as quickly as possible to 

the living standard of most European Union countries. The strategy 

defined that its main goal "… can be achieved only through rapid and 

long-term growth." The strategy describes that the exact same goals as 

it claims were adopted in the year 2000 at the Lisbon Summit of leading 

representatives from the states of the European Union. The aim is to 

16

 Bruncko, M. et al.:  Stratégia kokurencieschopnosti Slovenska do roku 2010.  
Národná lisabonská stratégia. Ministerstvo financií SR, Bratislava. 2005
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make the European Union "the most competitive and dynamic 

knowledge-based economy in the world capable of sustainable 

economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion."

Despite the orientation of the above mentioned important program 

documents on increasing the competitiveness of Slovakia, these directly 

do not define the very concept of competitiveness or its factors. The 

performed research shows in the field of territorial competitiveness 

analysis a clear focus on economic categories and indicators. 

Competitiveness factors identified in various documents are mostly 

associated with cheap labor, favorable tax system, the openness of the 

economy, etc. Less emphasis is put on categories outside the economic 

sphere, e.g. institutional support, support for high-tech businesses and 

industries with high added value, health and other. Only indirectly, 

through the identified need of educated workforce, the focus is on 

development of education and lifelong learning of human resources. 

Taking into account all of the above mentioned aspects, Slovakia should 

in the field of competitiveness understanding focus primary on the 

approach of the EU. The EU understanding is clearly focused not only 

on economic aspects of competitiveness, its legal and strategic 

documents are in most cases directly implemented or taken into account 

also in Slovakia and it is one of the few approaches that identifies 

regional foundations of competitiveness even by including the regional 

aspect in its definitions.       

3. Competitiveness understanding – conclusions

The approaches dominating in national competitiveness definition today 

are based either  on microeconomic  foundations  (companies)  or  on a 

very popular concept in modern theory - the regional competitiveness. 
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In the view of microeconomic foundations, most of the approaches are 

based  directly  or  in  a  broader  sense  on  the  ability  of  a  territory  to 

produce competitive goods. Therefore the theory is based on companies 

and their production ability, which ultimately supports the assumption of 

Krugman  (1994),  that  competitiveness,  can  be  viewed  only  from the 

perspective of firms, not territories (countries).  

As for the regional foundations of competitiveness, many of the analyzed 

theoretical approaches and institutions describe competitiveness 

generally and mostly for the national level, not for regional level, but 

identify a reciprocal connection among these two types of 

competitiveness. Regional competitiveness can be viewed from different 

perspectives. The difference is mostly in the way of deriving regional 

competitiveness. Based on some studies on the analysis of 

competitiveness it is possible to identify two main ways of deriving 

regional competitiveness. We can distinguish a top-down approach, 

which promotes the derivation of regional competitiveness by linking its 

factors and definition to the same aspects as national competitiveness. 

The opposite is a bottom-up approach describing regional 

competitiveness as the sum of the competitiveness of all the businesses 

operating in the region. (Martin, 2004) 

The regional aspect of competitiveness is important also from the 

viewpoint of Slovak republic, which identifies regional level as a vital 

fundament of the overall national competitiveness. Even despite the fact, 

that none of the main strategic or legal documents in terms of Slovakia 

state a definition of regional competitiveness. 

The next table concludes the main aspects of competitiveness definition 

by various approaches of the analyzed institutions and theories:    
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Table: Comparison of key aspects of competitiveness definition by 

relevant institutions and Slovak republic 

Definition Set of factors
Regional level

definition

World Economic 

Forum
Yes Yes No

Institute for Strategy 

and Competitiveness 

Yes 

(Porter)
No No

OECD Yes

Yes

(Competitiveness

Indicators 

Platform)

Part of

national level

definition

EU Yes

Various

(European 

Competitiveness

Report

EU 2020

Sustainable 

Development

Indicators)

Part of

national level

definition

IMD Yes Yes No

Slovak republic No No No
Source: Own. 

4. Factors of territorial competitiveness

This part of the article presents the outcome of the content analysis of 

relevant legal and strategic documents concerned with identification of 

territorial competitiveness factors. The outcome is the establishment of 

several main factor groups according to equivalent or similar 

characteristics of individual factors defined by different institutions and 

their documents.   
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4.1. Performance / Production Effectiveness

For most of the analyzed theories and documents, the notion of 

competitiveness is understood as the ability of countries to realize their 

products on international markets, with particular attention paid to the 

ability to increase productivity. Competitiveness is therefore directly 

linked to the country's ability to use more efficiently production factors to 

produce goods. As already mentioned, the definition and criticism of 

competitiveness by Paul Krugman sees the very concept of 

competitiveness as often misused in the political process and only in 

other words expressing productivity.

First of all, we will look at the notion of performance impact on 

competitiveness from the view of World Economic Forum (WEF). WEF 

includes performance and productivity factors under the group called 

Efficiency Enhancers. In this group it includes higher education and 

training, efficiency indicators of both goods and labor market, the 

development of financial markets and factors indicating impact of market 

size. To estimate the impact of higher education and training, WEF 

focuses on factors such as the quantity and quality of education (i.e. 

education level enrollment rates, education expenditures, quality of 

educational system or internet access at schools, further on-the-job 

training, etc.). The goods market efficiency is characterized by the 

intensity of competition, antimonopoly policies, level of bureaucratic 

burdens in business, impact of FDI, customer preferences. On the other 

hand, the impact of labor market efficiency is identified by indicators of 

market flexibility (redundancy costs, hiring practices, worker-employer 

relations, etc.) and efficient use of talent (worker productivity, brain drain 

and other). Efficiency of financial markets includes access to loans and 

venture capital, the level of equity market, level of financial services, 

financial regulations level or soundness of banks. The final group of 
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WEF performance factors concerns market size, defined by the size of 

both domestic and foreign markets.  

The International Institute for Management Development (IMD) sees the 

performance area of competitiveness as the overall economic 

performance of the analyzed territory, the efficiency of its government 

and the business efficiency. Economic performance includes indicators 

in the fields of domestic economy, international trade and investment, 

employment and price level. The efficiency of government is measured 

by the level of public financing, fiscal policies, business legislation and 

the overall institutional and societal framework. These three groups of 

factors are the majority of factors presented by the IMD. Only one other 

group exists besides these three, which shows a strong orientation on 

economic characteristics of competitiveness. 

Organization for Economic Co-operation Development (OECD) relates 

the performance side of competitiveness to economic conditions of the 

territory, sustainability, efficiency and economic development factors. In 

the field of economic conditions OECD is concerned with GDP growth, 

interest rates, national savings, inflation, income indicators, etc. For the 

category of sustainability OECD focuses on real GDP growth rates, 

greenhouse emissions, carbon emissions and taxes, protect land areas, 

use of forests or environmental research and development budgets. As 

we can see, both in the group of economic conditions and sustainability, 

there are indicators of GDP growth. This fact shows, that the individual 

groups are not isolated, but rather interlinked, which we may not see so 

clearly in the approach of other organizations. The Efficiency group 

includes indicators of value added analysis, number of enterprises and 

multinational companies, export shares, wages, number of employees, 

etc. The last group of factors defined by OECD that could be included 

under the performance and productivity topic is Economic Development. 

This group focuses on government expenditures, taxes, investment, 
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interest rates, inflation and other. As well as in the case of WEF, also 

OECDs main focus is clearly on the economic characteristics of 

territorial competitiveness, as the competitiveness factors integrated into 

this Performance group represent the majority of the overall number of 

factors presents by OECD.    

At the level of the European Union we will analyze the current versions 

of the European Competitiveness Report17, EUROPE 2020 strategy and 

the set of Sustainable Development Indicators. For each of the above 

mentioned documents we will analyze their content and identify factors 

directly linked or related to territorial competitiveness enhancement and 

divide them into each of the established groups of factors. 

According to European Competitiveness Report competitiveness refers 

to the overall economic performance of countries in terms of its ability to 

provide its citizens with rising living standards on a sustainable basis 

and expanded access to employment for those who want to work. The 

report focuses on productivity and employment to provide a picture of 

the  state  of  the  European  economy,  both  in  the  context  of  recent 

developments and long-term prospects.  Therefore, the attention is on 

three key indicators, one of which is Productivity as the value added per 

hour worked. The average labor productivity reflects the state of the art 

of  technology  in  a  broad  sense  -  the  ability  to  produce  goods  and 

services  per  hour  worked.  Productivity  growth  is  the  only  source  of 

sustainable growth in per capita income and is the basis for growth in 

living standards. 

17

 Analysis of European Competitiveness Report for the years 2009 and 2010
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Sustainable Development Indicators 18 (SDIs) are used to monitor the 

development in the context of the EU Sustainable Development Strategy 

and its reports published every two years by Eurostat. In many cases, 

the sustainable long term development of the EU territory is associated 

with the ability to achieve growth in the area of competitiveness. The set 

of  the  SDIs  includes  also  indicators  of  economic  performance  and 

productivity - Real GDP per capita (growth rate and absolute values) and 

Productivity of Inputs. 

4.2. Infrastructure

This group does not only represent the physical transport infrastructure 

(roads,  railways,  etc).  It  is  the  overall  infrastructure  important  for  the 

development potential of the analyzed territory. Therefore, this group will 

include factors such as transport infrastructure, internet and broadband 

infrastructure, fixed and mobile phones penetration and others.

WEF divides infrastructure indicators into two main groups - Transport 

infrastructure and Energy and Telephony Infrastructure.  The transport 

infrastructure is then aimed on the quality of overall infrastructure, roads, 

railways, ports or airports and the available set (quantity) of kilometers. 

Energy and Telephony Infrastructure focuses on the quality of electricity 

supply, fixed telephone lines and mobile telephones subscriptions.  

International Institute for Management Development describes 

infrastructure impacts on competitiveness by using indicators of basic, 

technological and scientific infrastructure, education, health and 

environment. As we can see, the definition of this group and its impact 

on competitiveness could be described in more depth by stating specific 

factors of each of the infrastructure types. The manner in which the IMD 

18

 http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/sdi/indicators 

http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/sdi/indicators
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identifies infrastructure now is too general and can be described by 

many different indicators.   

OECD identifies a particular group of Physical Infrastructure. The group 

includes factors describing transport infrastructure through analyzing the 

amount  of  paved  roads,  capacity  of  harbors  and  airports,  railroads 

indicators,  number  of  vehicles,  etc.  A very  positive  fact  is  the 

identification of ICT infrastructure as a vital part  of  competitiveness of 

the  analyzed  territory.  The  group  states  factors  concerned  with  IT 

infrastructure  and  its  use,  such  as standard  access  lines,  number  of 

internet  and  mobile  subscribers  and  number  of  households  with 

a broadband internet connection. 

4.3. Institutions

Institutions group describes the institutional framework of the examined 

territory.  Factors  of  this  group  should  represent  the  impact  on 

competitiveness of such indicators as government institutions, support 

institutions,  level  of  bureaucracy,  regulation and policy,  tax level,  etc. 

The main difficulty concerning this group of factors is to identify factors 

that can be quantified and relevant statistical data can be obtained to 

support their use in the estimation of their impact on competitiveness.   

World Economic Forum divides its factors in this area into two groups – 

Public and Private Institutions. Public Institutions represent factors such 

as  property  rights,  ethics  and  corruption,  judicial  independence, 

government  inefficiency  or  security.  Whereas,  the  Private  Institutions 

group  includes  corporate  ethics  and  accountability.  From  these  two 

groups we can see that WEF tries to identify mostly the impact of the 

proper  functioning  of  both  private  and  public  institutions.  It  therefore 

analyzes not the quantity, but quality level of these institutions.   

OECD  is  aimed  on  estimating  the  influence  of  Regulations  and 

Institutions  Efficiency  on  competitiveness.  This  group  of  factors  is 
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concerned with areas such as price controls, trade agreements, tariffs 

reduction,  trade  associations,  simplification  of  rules  and  procedures, 

clusters,  etc.  OECDs approach is  so aimed on the business  support 

function  of  the institutions.  Rather  than analyzing  the overall  level  of 

institutional framework of a territory, it focuses on the efficiency of the 

institutions  in  the  field  of  business  support  and  reduction  of  various 

administrative and legislative burdens.   

 

4.4. Education / Quality of human resources

Factors of this group are aimed at quantifying the impact of the average 

educational  level  of  population  on  the  territorial  competitiveness 

(national, regional, etc.). Even factors seemingly unrelated to monitoring 

the  characteristics  of  human  resources  of  a  territory  are  very  often 

included  into  this  group.  It  is  mainly  due  to  their  connection  to 

enhancement of human resources quality through influencing education, 

training,  qualification  and  even  characteristics  such  as  health  or  life 

expectancy.

WEF is the exact example of such approach. In this group it identifies 

only factors seemingly related to education. WEF also identifies higher 

education as an important factor of competitiveness,  but includes this 

factor in the group of Efficiency Enhancers. The rest of education and 

human  resources  related  indicators  are  in  the  group  of  Health  and 

Primary Education. The group includes various indicators of the impact 

of such diseases as malaria, tuberculosis, HIV and other; it analyzes the 

impact  of  life  expectancy,  quality  of  primary  education  and  primary 

school enrollment rates. WEF focuses in this view more on the basic 

quality  of  human resources,  rather  than  on  training  and/or  education 

related directly  to  work and productivity  of  inhabitants.  As  mentioned 

earlier, this is the concern of the group focused on efficiency.  
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OECD is more specific in this field, but also primarily does not focus on 

education characteristics. The focus is also shifted to the overall quality 

of human resources. The quality of human resources is described by the 

establishment of three groups – Human and Social Resources, Social 

Improvements and Welfare. Human and Social Improvements is a rather 

quantitative group.  It  involves  indicators of  the quantity  of  population, 

labor  force,  economically  active  population,  age  structure  and  some 

human  resources  characteristics  linked  to  health  –  tobacco 

consumption,  obesity  percentage,  mortality  rates,  etc.  Social 

Improvements group is aimed on the impact  of  health and education 

expenditures19,  number of NGOs, number of employment and training 

programs,  investments  in  public  safety  and  recreational  activities 

expenditures. The last group of Welfare indicators includes crime index, 

various  welfare  characteristics  (unemployment  benefits,  welfare 

payments,  number  of  well-being programs),  happiness  index,  income 

p.c., physical and mental conditions of the population, etc.    

Within the understanding of IMD are factors related to the quality of 

human resources mentioned earlier under the Infrastructure group, 

where indicators of health and education are taken into account, but are 

not described in more depth.  

EUROPE 2020 in this field focuses on the number of prematurely ending 

education  or  training  by  gender,  participation  in  tertiary  education  by 

gender and the population at risk of poverty or exclusion. A very similar 

focus is visible also in  the approach of  the Sustainable  Development 

Indicators. These indicators analyze in the view of human resources the 

rate of  population  at  risk  of  poverty  by gender,  employment  of  older 

workers and years of healthy life and life expectancy at birth.

19

 Not specifying what level of education. Therefore we can assume an equal 
distribution of importance among all the levels of education expenditures.   
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4.5. Environment

Only in the case of OECD we can find a separate group of factors 

characterizing the environmental dimension of territorial 

competitiveness. Under the group of Natural Endowments OECD 

analyzes the factors of total land and forest areas, water capacity, waste 

water plants, agricultural and fishery production, mining capacity or 

product, energy status including electricity, oil capacity and renewable 

energy. And also in the case of Economic Performance group, where 

various factors describing such areas as emissions levels or carbon tax 

levels are included. 

EUROPE 2020 states as some of the development factors the emissions 

of green house gases, the rate of renewable energy sources to total 

national energy consumption and the energy intensity of the economy. 

Other institutions identify environmental aspects only in a marginal 

manner. For example the IMD includes factors related to this issue, 

namely a factor called Environment, in the Infrastructure factors group 

along with health and education.  

The Environment group exists because particular factors of energy 

intensity of production and economic dependence on input factors like 

energy, oil, gas, etc. are now identified as a very important 

competitiveness factor. Although it is not yet included in all approaches 

and their groups of factors, the activity in this area clearly supports the 

competitiveness impact identification. It is also evident from the various 

support initiatives of green and renewable energy sources both on 

national and international level. Therefore, despite the fact that relevant 

institutions may not directly state natural or environmental indicators as 

sources of competitiveness enhancement, it is important to acknowledge 

this group as a possible, or even a significant, factor of competitiveness. 
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4.6. Employment / Unemployment

The  group  represents  various  measures  and  characteristics  of 

employment or unemployment of the analyzed area. Long-term success 

and competitiveness of a territory is directly linked to its ability to create 

and provide its residents with adequate and sufficient job opportunities. 

Employment/Unemployment is a separate group. But, analogically to the 

case of Environment, the indicators of employment or unemployment are 

in most cases not stated separately, but rather under other groups of 

factors,  as  for  example  the  indicator  Employment  under  Economic 

Performance group of the IMD or under various groups characterizing 

human resources.   

An exception is the understanding of the European Union. The EU in its 

various sets of factors or indicators clearly focuses on both employment 

and  unemployment  indicators  as  a  vital  part  of  development  and 

competitiveness.  The  European  Competitiveness  Report  focuses  on 

employment  rate  as  the  percentage  of  productive  population  in 

employment,  as  well  as  on  the  unemployment  rate  defined  as  the 

percentage of active population – people willing to work and who are 

outside  employment.  EUROPE  2020  monitors  employment  rates  by 

gender and the Sustainable Development Indicators focus in the area of 

employment on the employment of older workers.

4.7. RDI / Technology

Factors of this area are often indicators of expenditures (public and/or 

private)  on  science,  research,  development  and  innovation,  domestic 

and/or  foreign  expenditure  in  these  areas,  number  of  researcher 

workers, number of RDI organizations, the current state of technology, 

technological progress, indicators of knowledge transfer, etc.    

To analyze the impact of innovation and research related aspects of 

competitiveness WEF established a separate group called Innovation 
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and Sophistication Factors. This group is further divided into Business 

sophistication (Quality and quantity of local suppliers, nature of 

competitive advantage, value chain breadth, production process 

sophistication, extent of marketing, etc.), Innovation (Capacities for 

innovation, company spending on research and development, quality of 

research institutions, intellectual property protection, utility patents, etc.) 

and Technological Readiness (Availability of latest technologies, 

technology transfer, number of internet users, broadband internet 

subscriptions, etc.). 

OECD is in the definition of RDI and technology factors of 

competitiveness very specific. It divides its factors into two groups – 

Technological Capacity and Knowledge Enhancement. The first group 

involves factors of technological transfers, innovative capacity, 

expenditure on R&D, number of think tanks and vocational training 

providers, protection of intellectual property, level of attraction of 

specialists, numbers of enterprises involved in government sponsored 

technology projects, amount of income tax deduction reflecting research 

expenses, industry-financed GERD as a percentage of GDP. Knowledge 

Enhancement group focuses on the number of researchers, patenting 

activity, rate of technological innovation, degree of specialization in jobs, 

etc.

As  for  the  analyzed  documents  on  the  level  of  EU,  only  the  newly 

proposed strategy EUROPE 2020 identifies a single indicator suitable for 

the understanding of competitiveness enhancement in the field of RDI, 

namely the gross domestic expenditures on research, development and 

technology.

4.8. Openness of the economy

Another important factor, although not directly referred to, is the 

openness of the economy. Many theories (i.e. theories based on 
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classical foundations) address the success of countries as the ability to 

maintain their active participation in international trade. This condition 

cannot be achieved in a closed economy. Therefore, the focus of this 

group is on promoting a system of an open market economy and 

estimating its impact on territorial competitiveness. The Openness group 

is so a joint group of factors for identification of the activity of the country 

and its goods on international markets. The most common indicators in 

this field include share of export on the overall trade, percentual 

comparison of export to import, number of joint companies of domestic 

and foreign owners, level and flows of foreign investments, etc.    

As an example we can state the approach of the World Economic Forum 

and its  group of  factors called  Goods Market  Efficiency,  where WEF 

includes the import as a percentage of GDP factor. 

Conclusion: A critical overview

National competitiveness has marked a huge growth in the interest and 

activity in the field in form of many institutions, publications, studies and 

projects.  On  the  other  hand,  the  field  still  lacks  progress  in  the 

conceptual framework, which can be recognized as a vital part of the 

whole understanding and analysis in order to be able to move the whole 

topic forward. As an emerging and very popular area of interest, national 

(or  generally  speaking  territorial)  competitiveness  is  driven mostly  by 

international institutions measuring and ranking competitiveness at 

country level. Still, the need for development of the conceptual and 

theoretical content of the issue is necessary. 

It is important to note again, that the origins of competitiveness can be in 

most cases found at the level of enterprises.20 Most of the approaches 

20

 Not  only  earlier  mentioned   Krugman (1994),  but  see  also  Garelli  (2002, 
Available  online:  http://members.shaw.ca/compilerpress1/Anno%20Garelli%20CN
%20Fundamentals.htm)  and  Chartrand  (2002,  Available  online: 
http://members.shaw.ca/compilerpress1/CN%20PPF.htm)

http://members.shaw.ca/compilerpress1/CN%20PPF.htm
http://members.shaw.ca/compilerpress1/Anno%20Garelli%20CN%20Fundamentals.htm
http://members.shaw.ca/compilerpress1/Anno%20Garelli%20CN%20Fundamentals.htm
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try to implement this notion of business competitiveness at the level of 

countries, or in some cases even regions. This is, however, done 

subjectively according to the goals and methodology of each particular 

institution or document. The result is a different definition of 

competitiveness and its factors for each institution, theoretical approach 

or document. This situation creates a somehow loose environment, in 

which analysis, projects and research can be undertaken in various 

directions and producing outcomes, for example in form of country 

competitiveness ranking, that cannot be mutually compared because of 

different contextual background.          

Considering all that was mentioned, the goal of the article was to 

establish main competitiveness groups and try to divide factors identified 

by the analyzed legal and strategic documents into these groups. These 

groups then represent a conjunction of all the analyzed v documents and 

therefore can be considered a good framework basis for the analysis 

and measurement of competitiveness factors. The aim behind proposing 

groups rather than individual factors is an effort to propose a generally 

acceptable framework. Individual factors should be identified for each 

analyzed territory after further research respecting territorial 

characteristics, statistical data availability, etc.  

At this stage, the comparison and description of Slovak Republic 

conditions in the field of competitiveness comes handy. It not only shows 

the current state in Slovakia, but also fills the empty space of 

competitiveness and its factors definition. Slovak competitiveness is a 

widely used term, but lacks any underlying theoretical background, 

definitions or set of factors. Here we can use the proposed factor 

groups, analyze available statistical data in Slovakia, choose particular 

factors to represent each group and consequently analyze their impact 

on the competitiveness of Slovak republic.   
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In conclusion, the proposed competitiveness factor groups should 

present a universally implementable framework for competitiveness 

analysis. The content analysis focused on documents prepared by 

different institutions, from different territorial and theoretical backgrounds 

and even from both governmental and private levels. Therefore, the 

analysis and the proposed factor groups can be used in various 

environments. Having written that, it does not mean these factors are the 

only possible to be considered or the only right factors. The term 

“universally” should be referred to more as an analysis basis. The main 

factors can be adjusted or expanded according to the specific conditions 

of each analyzed territory. But, as the analysis, research and documents 

will be prepared based on a jointly acceptable framework, it will allow for 

the results and outcomes to be partially or fully comparable.  
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